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trrlhenever we attempt to develop a formal- model of a real
situation, 'hre are attempting to express a conviction as
to which factors of the real situation are central and.
which are peripheral. Theee convictions may be contra-
dicted by comparing their implications w-ithiactual
observations or data, but can irever be finally verified.
It is worth noting, however, that even a contradiction
or rejection must rest on some interpretation of our
observations so that there must always be rrncertainty in
both directions 

- John p. Mayberry

What ,is true today may not necessarily be true tomorror^r.
- Taoist saying
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ABSTRACT

Although commercial airship operations ceased over 40 years ago,

interest in resuruecting lighter-than-air vehicles has surfaced dr.ring the

last decade on marry fronts. One of the major problems confronting airship

enthusiasts is the difficulty involved in eval-uating the economi-c viability

of this rrrlehJrr transport mode. It was the objective of this study to

formulate a methodology for determining the airshiprs potential in the

conrnercial- freight market.

fn meeting the stated objective, two separate and distinct parts

were invofved. First, after briefly reviewing the l-iterature pertinent

to estimating the demand for'transportation as wel-l- as the determinants

of modaf sp1it, an abstract mode model was formulated which coul-d be used

to estj-mate the demand for airship services in a particul-ar market. In

addition, an extensive discussion of the theory upon which the abstract

mode model is based was also presented.

The second part of forrmrlating the methodology was initiated r,rith

an examination of some of the more substantial studies which have recently

been carried out to ascertain plausible airship cost and service

characteristi.cs. Fol-lowing this, a model for determining airship cost

structure hias presented. Fi-nally, varj-ous crude estimates of ainship rates

were calculated employing d.iffering assumptions regarding initial airship

cost and performance characterj-stics.

1l_
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Due to data limitations, no formaf estimation of the demand for

airshì-p services was urrdertaken. However, a brief appraisal of airship

costs and capabil-ities compared. with rail-, truck a:rd. airplane revealed

that even at the l-owest estimated rate, airships Ïrere cumently still-

more e)q)ensive on a ton-mile basis than either rai-l- or truck, but were

less e>çensive than aírplane. However, it was al-so forrnd that while

airships are somewhat slower than airpl-anes, they offer a faster d.elivery

time than either road or rail freight movement by â fairly significant

margin. Thus, while it is impossible to draw any defínite conclusions

regarding the I'cost versus timerr decisions which shippers will make, it

does not seem unreasonable to say that the airship seems to offer a

reasonable al-ternative to existi-ng modes, esþecially in the movement of

commodities where speed is an important factor.

It remains for a future study to combine the two parts of the

methodofogy when the neeessary data becomes availabfe to formal}y determine

the potentiaf demand for airship services in the commercial freight

market.
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CHAPTM. I

I}üTRODUCTION

lùhil-e the crash of the German d.irigibte llindenburS, in 1917,

effectÍvely put an end to commerciaf airship operation over forty years

ago, it fail-ed. to extinguish the enthusiasm for airships which was felt by

marry. Apparently, this interest has managed to survi-ve four decades of

near inactivity and has surfaced during the last decade on many fronts.

In the forefront of the current attempt to resurrect lighter-than-

air vehicles (i,mts) are engineers, economists, and businessmen r¿hose

various arrd varied studies started to appear with increasing regularity in

both professionaf and. popular publications. Although the reasons given to

justify an airship resurgence have been many, they have tended to focus
I

upon three factors. The first is the fact that the airship is an ,

ecologically sound vehicl-e, both in terms of pollution and resource,r"".1
:

The second. factor is the more ready availability of helium at a reasonabfe

2price,' while the third. invol-ves the advances which have been made in 
I

structuraJ-engineeringsincethe1)JO,s.3The]-atterreasonSareimportant

1n.o.Neumanand.L.R.Hackney,''AirshipEconomics,''34g.@
the fnteragency lJorkshop on Lighter Than Air Vehicfes, ed. J.F. Vittek, Jr.

atorY, 1975), P' 42' \

2'D. Howe, The Feasibility of the Large Freight Airship, Cranfield
Report Aero No. 5 (Crarrfie1d., U.K.: Cranfield Institute of Technology'
197 1) ' o 

)^' .'n . o ,Lone , ,,Lighter-Than-Ai" r""r*orogy Broadens , I' Aviation
Ïleek arid Space Technol-ogy, (Sept. 1974)242.

ì1. -



in d,ispelling the stil-l- commonly hel-d belief that al-l- airships are in

imrninent darrger of either stmctural failure or bursting into flames, or

both.

In addition to the variety of reasons given lor a serious

reappraisal- of the airshi-p's trarrsport potential, enthusiastic proponents

have also put forward a plethora of commereial and non-eoÍimercial- applica-

tions for airships. The proposals, which are based primarily on LTAIs

unique ability to hover and float in the air, range from the movement of

indivisible heavy l-oad.s4 to the leisurely transportation of people to

exotic places in what woul-d in effect be a floating llxr.ry hote1.5

However, no matter how good the uses of and. reasons for a w-idespread

reintroduction of airships may seem, the fund.amentaf criterion for

determining whether or not such a move is warranted at this time rmrst be

its economic feasibility. That is, is there sufficient demand to sustain

the operation of a comrnercial airship servi-ce? It is this question whj-ch

the present study was originally intended to.address. Unfortunately,

insurmorrntable probl-ems in obtaining the necessary data have led to a shift

in the focus, such that the firndamental objective of this study is to

)r'P.0. Roberts, H.S. Marcus, and J.H. Pol1ock, rrAn Approach to
Market Analysis for Lighter Than Air Transportation of Freight,r'
Proceedings of the Interagency ïlorkshop on Lighter Than Air Vehicles, 'i .i

n l:'r::,:':

Laboratory, 1975), p. BB.

Ã.
'Jack R. Hunt, et aL., t'The Many Uses of the Dirigible'rr

Astronaulics a:rd Aeronauticq, (October 1973)260. :
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provide a methodology for assessing the potential- economic viability of

introducing airships into the commercial freight market.

Now, it seems reasonabl-e to assume that the potential for

successful market penetration by airships r,ril-l be greater in some sectors

of the transport market than in others. Unfortunately, no ready comparison 
:.r..,j.

of airship rates and. service attributes r,'rith those of oì;her transport modes ;.,,,
,t, '

is possible due to the fact that current airship information simply does 
i',,,:.',:.

not exist. l,j"hile this is not surprising consid.ering that there have been iì':;:r::.

no cornmercial airship operations for forty years, it d.oes present a

problem. However, it is bel-ieved that reasonable rate estimates can be

obtaíned by estimatir¡g airship operating and eost characteristics, gi-ven

specific performance requirements. Onee this has been d.one, the area of

the transport market in which the airship would be best suited to compete

can be sel-ected.

In addition to the difficulty involved in intermodal comparisons,
l

there are obvious problems associated with attempting to determine the ,.-
i'.'',

specific fevel of demand for a non-existent transport mod.e. In ord.er to ,.,.,,,,
t.;t'.-'

make this deterrnination, it is first necessary to identify those factors ' ".

which strongly influence the modal choice decisions of shippers. Once

these factors have been ascertained, they may be incorporated into an

abstract mode mod.el- arrd an estimate of the demand for any transport mode ' ','-
:-a::I

can be obtaj-ned provid.ed that the necessary data is avail-able. As this

1atterrequirementwasnotmet,anexp1anationoftheabstractmodeapproach

to the d.emand for transport wilt be foffowed. by the formul-ation of an



abstract mode model; but no estimate of the demand for airship services

will be attempted.

In essenee, then, fulfilling. the objective of this studyr to

provide a method of determining the economic feasibility of employing

airships in freight transport, r,,rilI entail two distinct steps. The finst

step wil1 involve the explanatj-on arrd forntu-l-ation of an abstract mode

modef, while the'second step will entail- devefoping a costing methodotrogy

for aírships in order to facilitate reasonable estimates of airship freight

rates.

Now, before going on to formufate either the abstract mode or

airship costing model, the second chapter will- contain a review of the

studies whieh have been done in the area of airship development and

econornics. Following this, the third chapter will include a review of the

literature pertaining to demand and modal-split modelling for transportation.

The theory upon which abstract mode models rest as well- as an

actual- model of this type will be presented in the fourth chapter, while

the airship costing model, in theory and practice, i,ril-l be the subiect of

chapter five. A discussion of the resul-ts which were obtained' the

limitations of the stud.y and any eonclusions which can be drar^rn comprise

the sixth and final- chapter.



CHAPTER. 2

AIRSTilPS DM{YTHOLOGIZÐ

2.1 BackErorrnd to the ResurAence

Due to a series of spectacufar d.isasters, one of which was alluded

to earlier, the airship has been in a general- state of disrepute for over

four decades. However, in recent years, a number of individuals and

organizations have attempted to revive interest in lighter than air vehicles

(ltA,s) and have to some extent succeeded. The question which arises, then,

is why, after such a long period of obscurity, has interest in airships been

renewed. at this time? As was mentioned. in the introduction, the answeis

given by most LTA enthusiasts most often pertain to improved aeronauti-cal
fn

technologyr' th" increased availabil-ity of helium,r and. a host of environ-

mental consid.erations, such as waste and noise pollution, as well as the

increasíngly critical shortage of fossil- fuel-s.B

The first two reasons cited., namely improved technology aJId ready

he1ium availability, are critical to any LTA resurgence. This is because

the d.isasters which led to the virtual disappeararrce of airships were due'

for the most part, to either structural break-up under "t"u"s9 or to the

6ot"on", rtTransportation

7Hor", g!þ!!5[I, p. 2.

Broadens," p. 42.

B*""rurr and Hackney, 'rAi-rship Economics," p. 42.

9Hor", &€iÞilil¿, p. 1,
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fact that hydrogen, an extremely flammable gas,'hlas employed as the agent

10of'ouoyancy.

There is, however, some concern about the validity of the claims

which have been made. I¡lhil-e helium may be more readily available, the

critical matter of price remains r.msettl-ed, and even when considering the

p¡rchase of large quantities, the price may sti1l prove to be prohibitirr".ll

lnlith regard to the improvement in aeronautical- teclurology over the past

forty years, very little disclaimer caJt be made. However, too often

"...[X,]fre massive problems of the past are eliminated ]rith the stroke of a

pen and. the all encompassing words 'New Technology'."12 This is not to say

that technological advanee has not rendered the airship practicable, but

rather, merely serves to point out that many of the cfaims made by airship

proponents are thus far largely unsubstantiated.. lJ

tn meeting the concerns of environmental-ists, however, LTAIs are

a1most matchless in the transportation field.. They are almost ,toi""l"""14

arrd. are far more efficient in their use of fuel and other resources than

most other modes of transpotl.l5 In this latter regard, the fact that LTA's

loul nyr.i"tt, trCargo Airships - A Plan for the F\-rture,t'IÇ!Q\.
(oct. 1971):15.

1 1__' 'Howe, FeasibilitY, Þ. 1.
12
'tNeuman and Hackney, rrAirship Economicsrtt p. 42.

1Jo'Lorr" , rtTechnology Broad-ens , 
t' p. . 42.

t4". to""", rtCargo Airships: A Renaissance?rt Handl-ing and Shipping.
(;rme 1972) 245.

15.f .C. Vaeth, 'rThe Airship Can Meet the Energy Challengerrr
Astronautics and Aeronautics, (FeU . 1974) ¿25.



are airborne eliminates the need for roadway facilities. In addition,

since they are VTOL craft they do not require the expensive ai-rport

facil-ities which are needed. by heavier-than- air craft.16

2,2 The Economics of Airship Viability

Even if the cl-aims about the technical improvements in and

environmental desirability of the airship are accepted as beirig true, they

do not of themselves provide sufficient justification to undertake

d.evelopment of the airship at this time. The question which nmst be

answered is whether or not there is a substantial market for the services

whích the airship can orfer.17

In order to become an econornical-ly viabl-e transport mode, ai-rships

nmst either generate an increased demand for transportation or else they

must draw some users ai^ray from the modes which are presently in use. In

order to achieve the former, LTArs would. either have to offer services

which Ïrere previously unavailabl-e or they could erbend the market areas for

cumently available products by means of absol-ute improvements in one or

more service levels.1B

To ilsteal-" business away from already existing modes would require,

perhaps, only rel-ati-ve improvements in some service characteristics.l9 In

'6"o*" , I9€lþifi!y,, p. 18.

1'.7''K.R. Stehl-ing, rrVers Une RenaíssaJrce du Dirigible?rr Interavi-a.
(sept. 1975):989.

¿O
''J.F. Vittek, Jr., "The Economic Realities of Air Transport,tr (U.f .f .

Flight Transportation Laboratory, 1975), p. 1, (unpublished paper).

1..'r 
: 

: ..1 ..,1 
'

!ì;::: ì;;:.ì

10''rbid.



effect, the first option would require an increase in the total amount of

transportation consumed, whil-e the second woul-d involve a redistribution

of the modal- sptit. A third possibility might entail- both an increase in

total trarr.sport consumption as well as a change in the relative share of

the .transportation market captured by each mode.

Airship enthusiasts envisage marry new roles for airships which will

tend. to increase the total consumption of transportation. Alread.y mentioned

in this list of innovative uses for LTA's is the conveyance of very heavy

and/or indivisible l-oads, euch as nuclear reactor parts, to presently

inaccessib1" "re"s.20 On the lighter side, it has been suggested. that

airships be used to transport natr:ra1 gas from the arctic to more southern

.21focations.-' It has also been put forward that LTA|s would make excel-l-ent

floating hotels or luxury l-iners where people coul-d rel-ax and enjoy the

passing scenery or travel- in comfort to exotic places such as the south
)2po1e.-- Other possible uses have included the fitting of airships as

portable hospitals for use in emergeneies arising from natural or man-made

27
d.isasters,-' as well as their employment as orbiting laboratories to carry

out exbensive biol-ogical and meteorological """"t*"h.24

P. BB.

t^'"Roberts, Marcus and Pollock, "An Approach to Market Analysis,rr

21m.p. Bied.erman, ?tNatural Gas by Airfreight," @
.isrrrnqt. (oct. 1970) z6z-69.

22H',^t, et al-., rrMaJry Usesr" p. 60.

2Jst"ning, rrvers ," p. 989.
24"l-t, et al ., ?rMany Uses, " p. 61 .
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Tf we ignore its potential for carrying passengers, then it seems

apparent that, with the exception of transporting heary and/or indivisible

loads and perhaps natural- gas, the other uses put forward for LTArs are at

best questionable insofar as their conrnerci-al viability in the private

sector are concerned. Even the heavy-lift capability of the airship incurs

problems in that the demand for this service would. generally be limited to

trone shot" *orres.25 Thus, a stable d.emand for its services, which is

essentiaf to the continuation of arry transport mode, appears to be lacking

in this case. Also, while it is apparently promising, firrther study will

be required to determine the feasibility of moving natural gas by airship.

ft has been suggested. that airships can induce more transportation

demand by erbend.ing the market areas of.presently available products by

offering faster or cheaper service than any other mode. Closer examination

of this suggestion reveals that the former possibility can be eliminated

(except for relatively short hauls, perhaps) aue to the fact that the

anticipated. average block speed of the airship will be substantially lower

than that of the ui"p1*r".26 With regard. to price, it seems r-ml-ikely that

LTAts wil-l be abl-e to ur:.d.ercut the rates of al-l their competitors, even if

the regulatõry bodies al-lowed them to d-o 
"o.27

2houe"ts, Marcus and pollock, trAn Approach to Market Analysisrrr
P. BB.

aât'Most estimates of airship block speed are in the neighborhood of
100 MPH, welf below present airplane speeds.

27Rob""t", Marcus and Pollock, 'rAn Approaeh to Market Analysis,r'
p. 94.
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ft seems most plausibl-e that whil-e not totally dismissing other

potential income sources, the major portion of airship revenues will have

to d.erive from business drawn away from other transport modes by the

particular rate and service characteristics which the airship offers. The

question which stil-l- remains is whether or not LTArs w:ill be able to wrest

enough traffic away from existing transport modes to make them economically

viab1e in the highly competitive transport market. Perhaps an even more

fitting question would be whether or not it is possible at this time to

make the necessary determination. In this regard., a rather apt statement

by Dr. R. Ausrotas may be of assistarrce:

ïn the field. of Lighter Than Air, there is a wealth of performance
d.ata and. a dearth of economic data. Thus, it is not surprising that
most discussions about the potential of LTA end in agreement that an
airship of a given size could carry out a specific mission, but in
d.isagreement as to how nmch it would cost. Since commercial airship
operations have not been undertaken for al-most forty years' this
paucity of data is not surprising, and any new proposal for LTA2gas

far as its economic viability--pms into inrnediate suspicion

2.j Recent AirshiP Cost Studies

I¡lhile the lengthy quotation above sums up the general problem faced

by those i^rishing to determine the economic feasibil-ity of commercial airship

operations, this is not to say that attempts have not been made to deal-

with the problem. A number of serious studies have been rrndertaken to

examine the economic prospects for LTAts, and a discussion of some of these

attempts foflows.

oO
Ll)_-"Raymond A. Ausrotas, trBasic Relationships for LTA Economic Analysis,rr

proceedings of the Interagency I¡Iorkshop on Li€thter Tha:r Air.Vehjclesr ud:
e,Mass.:M.f.T.F1ightTrarrsportationLaboratory'

1975), p. 1.
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Now, if it is assumed that the airshiprs rate stmcture w'il-l- be

such as to provide a suffici-ent rate of return to make the supply of airship

services economically viable, then it is first necessary to determine the ' , ,

cost stmcture upon which such rates wi11 be based. As such, the develop-

ment of a eosting methodol-ogy for airships is a prerequisite to a detailed

cost anal-ysis. To this end, ILLll devised a costing framework which mad.e ., '.,,, ,.,,
:: r:-ì-l:i-,

use of historical airship cost data updated. to incl-ud.e rt...the effects of 
1:: ":':

:'., 

",rt- 

, ."'
new materials, propulsion techniques, and logistics concepts on costs and ' :: r '::

20
ltiru] adjustment of the dollar data to cunent price level-s.'r-7 He

suggests fi.rther, that the data base could be augmented by information derived 
I

from non-rigid. airship operations which were just recently discontinu"¿.Jo 
I

The simplified fl-ow chart presented in Tabl-e 1 bel-ow indicates the

procedr:res which were foll-owed in Hi]l-rs study. From the chart' it is

evident that a¡y cost anal-ysis must be based on a comprehensive knowledge

of vehicfe characteristics and system requirements as devel-oped by the

designers, as well as a^rry assumptions which may be invofved. This is not

to say that airship eosts are necessarily highly sensitive to al-l design

assumptions, but merely points out the need to test for such sensitivity.Jl

291,.S. Hill, 'An Integrated Approach to the Strrrcturing of a Cost
Model,rrpaper presented at the 1st Internatri-onal Meeting of the Operations
Research Society of America, Honolulu, Hawaii, Sept. 1964, p. 5.

iot¡i-d., n. 4.

:liìr1:..¡ri:,i!;-:.
J _-_ -::. ,j: .:.::.

J1r¡i¿., p. B.
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proceeding from the conceptual framework, Hil-l puts forward an

aggregated general cost mod.el- for airships (Bq. 1) .J2 That is, the model

incfudes all el-ements of cost which should. be considered dirring the entire

life cycle of any airship project. This model-

C=R+I+nU (r)

where:

C = total program cost

ff. = reseârchl d.evelopment, test, and eval-uation cost

f = initial- investment cost

n - m:nber of oPerational- Years

{J = ârìflüâl operating costs

Table 1

Simplified Operation Ffow Chart for
Structuring arl AirshiP Cost Model

;j:i.

Design Parameters

Cost AnalysisLift/Payload
Horsepgwer

Reliability
Speecl

System Life

Reseàrch, Development t
Test & Eval-uation

fnvestment

Production

-E;qur-pmen-0

Personnel
._
Ì"acl_l-]-t'l_es

0perations

1z:tara., p. 10.
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can be disaggregated into three separate but interrelated aost sub-model-s

which are presented in equations (2), (¡) ana (Ð.31 Of the three costs,

research arrd development costs, (n) which are described, in equation (2)

are the most difficul-t to estimate due to the lack of a detailed data base.

R = D+T+T"+e.,1

where

D = cost of design and devel-opment

T = cost of test vehic]es and testing operations

T_ = cost of test support equipment
s

E1 = miscel-l-aneous costs not incl-uded in the above

U = Ar+E r+Fr+VrP+T2*L*MA*M'*M'*tl

3),

(z)

I = A+E+F+V+T+e,

where: i

A = cost of airships
t-

E = cost of special-ized. equipment (mooring masts, ground handling
equipment, helium purifiers, ètc. )

F = cost of facil-ities

V = cost of personnel- travel-

T-= cost of persorurel training

e^ = other costs not incl-uded. above.
¿

3Jtaia., pp. 10-11.



where:

A^ = cost of replacement airships¿-

E^ = cost of replacement of specialized equipment¿-

F^ - cost of reolacement of facil-ities¿'

V^ = cost of aru:ual person:rel travel
¿

P = cost of anrrual- pay and. al-lowances

T^ = cost of replaeement training¿'

L = cost of fuel-, lubricants, helium

I\, M,, M,.= cost of .maintenance of airships, specialized equipment
^ and equipment respectively

e= = other operating expenses not included above.)

Initia] investment costs' (f), gi-ven in equation (l) may be viewed

as rrone-shot" expenditures necessary to introduce an airship operation after

the required equipment has been developed arrd tested to the point where it

is deemed to be at an acceptable leve1 of reliability. Finally' the

operating costs, (U), which are d.etailed in equation (4) pertain to those

costs which are incrirred in the operation and maintenance of airships after

they have been introduced. into servi"..34

It is r-:lfortu¡.ate, but understandable in view of the high resource

requirements, that Hill d,oes not attempt to estimate the costs of an actual

airship operation. However, his general cost model serves as a theoretical

14

f4roru. ç pp. 9-11.
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framework to which actual- cost analyses for airships can be compared. It

shoul-d be noted, however, that due to the high costs and the uncertain

nature of the results obtained, very few of the studies undertaken have

attenpted. to estimate the costs of the total airship system. In most cases,

the emphasis has been on ascertaining the operating costs with the attendant

necessity of somehow allowing for initial investment costs since they will

I infl-uence the costs of airship operation. Most studies defer from even

mentioning research and development costs, and those that do generally

i-ntroduce a figure without e>çlaining how it r¿as derived. These points

should be kept in mind when considering the folloi,.ring studies. 
:

fn his attempt to determine airship operaiing costs Ausrotas states

that the unit cost of an airship w:ill- be a firnction of: (u) the total

development costs, (U) the anticipated aÍrship production run' (c) tne

constmction costs, and (a) tfre engine "o"t".J5 
After making (hopefully)

appropriate (nut wrforturrately unspecified.) assumptions about the above

four variabl-es, Ausrotas proceeds to calculate the total operating costs for

two airship proposals put forward by the Southern Cal-ifornia Aviation Council.

The projected operating costs for both airships, one w-Íth a payload capacity

of 6O tons and the other w-ith a payload. capacity of 8Ó4 tons were based on

the assumption that the airships would be util-izea 4OOO hours per year over

a stage length not exceeding 20OO miles at an airborne cruise velocity of
zÃ.

1OO MPH.,"

J5A,rr"otu", I'Basic Relationships,rr p. 2.

i: . i,i:'

J6roru., n. 4.
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Although the resul-ts which were obtained left something to be desired in

terms of both the specified and rrnspecified assunrptions employed to derive them'

the estimated costs are interesting in that they clearly demonstrate that

airship size w-ill- greatly affect economic viability. That is, Ausrotas

found that both the direct and total operating costs of the smaller

airship r^iere more than three times the costs involved in operating the

larger craft.

A seerningly more comprehensive cost analysis than that done by

Ausrotas was performed by Goodyear Aerospace to d.etermine the cost of

transporting cargo over distarrces of 21500 and 1,500 miles respectively.

No new d.esign innovations were considered. for the 1OxtO6 cubic foot

displacement airship which was to cruise at an al-titude of 51000 feet, and

onJ-y proven fabrication, dimensional- and operational practices using

curuently available materiafs arrd engines were employed to cafculate

performance and. cost characteristi "".37
The costs were divided into investment and direct operating costs

as shown in Tabl-e 2 below. The total operating costs, whieh consist of

the total-s-of investment and direct costs per ton mil-e for 2r5OO and. 1,100

mile stage lengths appeared to indicate that the optinn-rm cruising speed for

the feast cost per ton mil-e for a 1Ox1O6 cubic foot airship is in the

=Qvicinity of 90 IVPH.'/" Of interes-b as well- is that the estimated total j.,:. rr::,

JTRo¡""t T. Madd.en and. Fred.er:-cf gfoetscher, "Effect of Present
Technology on Airship Capabilities,"
on Lighter Than Air Vehicfes, ed. J.F. Vittek, Jr. (Cambrid.ge, Mass.: M.I.T.
Flig ory, 1975), P, 36.

zQ/"rbid-.
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costs per ton mile for the 1,500 mile stage length ïrere approximately

1J percent lower than those estimated for i,)he 2,lOO mile stage tengttr.J9

The somewhat surprising result obtained in the Goodyear study, that

airships achieve lower total operating costs over a '1 ,500 mile rartge than

over a 2r5OO mile range, receives support from a study done by Smith and

)rn
Ard,ema.'" It should be noted, however, that in describing the effect of

range on totaf operating eosts they start brlth a minimum range of 2'fOO

mil-es. Thus, looking dt Figrrre 1 below, it d.oes not seem r.rrwarranted to say

that perhaps total operating costs would continue to decline with decreasing

flight range up to a certain point before it began to increase again' thus

giving rise to a U-shaped cost curve.

Table 2

Prel-iminary Airship Trartsportation
Cost Model

Investment Costs

Anrrual- costs

Depreciation of
Investment

Interest on fnvestment

Insr-rrance

Initial- Investment Costs

Development Costs

Production Rwr

Direct Operating Costs

Labour Costs/'Flíght Hour

Flight Crew

Maintenance Teehnicians

Ground Service Crew

Materia] Costs/Ftight Hour

F\.rel arrd Oil-

Helium

Spares/Equipment

Source: R.T. Madden and F. Bloetcher, 'rEffect of Present Teclmol-ogy :,:,.,.,:,,,.,ii:,,

on Airship Capabilities ," p. i7. iì;iiifiriii.":

19r:uia., p. 38.
hn-"C.L. Smith and M.D. Ard,ema, 'rPreliminary Estimates of Operating

Costs for Lighter Than Air Transportsr"
TrJorkshop on Lighter Than 41f-Vç4iSfes., ed. J.F. Vittek, Jr. (Cambridge, i','::.',"'

aboratorY, 1975), P' 7'2O
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In arriving at their estimates, Smith and Ardema divided total

operating costs into direct and indirect operating costs. The costing

techniques employed were based on air transport experience. Thus, direct

costs were computed using the Air Transport Association (afA) cost equations,

and indireet costs were derived using equations developed jointly by Boeing,

Lockheed. and. Douglas (e-L-O) aircraft corporatiorr".4t A slight modification

was mad.e to these fatter equations to include the replenishment of the

lifting gas (frefium) needed for airehip".42 Table I indicates the elements

of direct and indirect eosts included in the calculations.

20

f00o 3500 4ooo 45oo 5000 5500
Range (miles)

Source: C.L. Smith and. M.D. Ard.ema, 'rPreliminary Estimated of
Operating Costs for Lighter Than Air Transports," p. j5.

Figure 1

Effect of Range on Total Operating Cost

)tt
' 'Ibid., p. 11.
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The cruise speed sel-ected by Smith and Ardema to maximize the

productivity of theír 16.7x106 cubic foot airship was 116 twH.41 Thre

resul-ts which were obtained indicated that the crew and fuel costs made up

nearly 60 percent of the dj-reet operating costs for the 172.5 ton payload
,L,h

capacity airship, while maintenance costs accormted for nearl-y 2J pereent. "

It was also estimated that eargo traffic servicing would contribute

J0 percent to indirect operating costs, whi-Ie administratj-ve overhead would

require almost 20 percent of alt indirect "o"t".45
Table J

Operating Cost Elements

Direct Operating Costs
(lm, tuetrroa)

Crew

F\re1

Insurarrce

Maintenarrce

Depreciation

Indirect Operating Costs
(e-i,-q Method.)

Maintenance of Ground
Properties and Equipment

Vehicl-e servicing

Cargo traffic servicing

Reservations, Sales and
advertising

General and administrative
firnctions

Gas replenishment

Souree: C.L. Smith and M.D. Ardema, rrPreliminary Estimates of
Operating Costs for Lighter Than Air Transports," p. 12.

)tz'-Ibid., p. 13.

,L,L"rbid.
hr,''rbid.

, _.::.t., r:
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fn a study whose emphasis differed somewhat from that of the

studies di-scussed previously, Beier and Hidal-go atternpted to determine

whether or not the airship can play a useful role in economic developmert.46

As such, a major part of the study included an assessment of potential

airship costs, and it is this aspect of the study which w-iU- be examined.

The airship envisaged by Beier and Hidal-go is sim1l-ar in design to

the llindenberg. It is, however, 10 percent longer, giving it a gas vo1ume

6 )+zof 9J9x1O" cubic feet and. a useful- lift of 147 tons. -' Based on the above

assumptions, cost estimates were prepared. In addition, cost estimates for

airships wittr useful lifts of 16.5 and 2.2 t.,ons reepectively were also

prepared for purposes of comparison. The cost estimates which were obtained

indicate that both the d.irect and total- operating costs of the 16.5 ton
LA

capacity airship are nearly five times those of the t47 ton capacity LTA,'"

a result not unlike that obtained by Ausrotas in tris stuay.49

Like Beier and Hidalgo, Cor-rghlin al-so studied the feasibility of

employing airships in underd.eveloped. u""r".50 In add.ition to attempting to

)rÁ'"G.J. Beier a¡rd G.C. Hidalgo, ttRol-es for Airships in Economic
Development,rr lrgceedings of the fnteragency l¡Iorkshop on Lighter Than Air
þþigþ, ed. J.F. Vittek, Jr, (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Flight Transporta-
tion Laboratory, 1975), pp. 48>498.

)tt-'fbid., p. 487.

48roru., o. 4BB.

Lo-'See pages 18-19

5ost"ph"n Coughlin, ?rThe Application of the Airship to Regions
Lacking in Transport Infrastructure," Prgceedings of the Interagency
i¡Iorkshop on Lighter Than Air Vehicles, ed. J.F. Vittek, Jr. (Cambridge,
Mass.: M.I.T. Fl-ieht Transportation Laboratory, 1975), pp. 4g9->OB.

i.: :.'.. : .
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define the transportation needs of such areas, Coughtin al-so sets out to

determine the operating costs of an airship with a payload capacity of

1OOO tons. The cruise speed. of the 81*lO6 cubie foot marnrnoth is assumed to

be 12J ivPH, urith the range of the ship being IOOO mil-es.51

One point of interest in Coughlin's study is the find.ing, ill-ustrated

in Figure 2, i'hal increasing stage length will lead to decreasing operating
tra

eosi/ton mll'e.)' This is in direct contrast to the results reported by

Mad.d.en and Bl-oetcher arrd. smith and Ard.ema.5l ït may be, however, that the

.0

.05

.04

.P
ooc)()rl

'-lb0=
c'-l C]JodÉ{
bò
o.
Ò

.o

.02

.01

1 000 2000 f000 4ooo 5000 6ooo Tooo

Range (miles)

Fieure 2

- Variation of Operating Cost with Range

Source: S. Coughlin, 'rAn Appraisal- of the Rigid Airship in the U.K.
Freight Market r', p. 92.

51tnia., o.
52tni-a., o.

5Js"" pages

505.

507.

21 and 22.
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difference in opinion ís due entirely to the fact that the sizes of the

airships under consideration differed markedly.

In addition to his study of the applicability of the airship for

use in rrnderdeveloped areas, Coughlin has also done an exbensive appraisal

of the airshiprs potential- to eompete against existing transport modes in
q,,h

the British freight market./' Rather than the 1000 ton payload airship

described previously, Coughlin exarnined the operating costs of a J14 ton

capacity vehicfe which had a gas volume of 2Jx1O6 cubic feet and had. an

anticipated. cruise speed of 11 6 lwu.55

One of the more salient featu::es of Coughlinrs study was that he

undertook a sensitivity analysis in an attempt to determine how rmrch the

assumptJ-ons used affected the estimated operating costs" The results of

this analysis, which are given in Tabl-e 4, make it possibl-e to discern the

rel-ative importance of each assumption, and to loosely group the assumptions

according to their potential inpaet on operating costs, as was done in

Table !. It should. be noted., however, that presenting the resufts in the

fashion chosen can l-ead to some ambiguities. While using a tÞO percent

variation seems to be a fair way of making a comparison w-ithout undue

recourse to numerous value judgments, it may not necessarily refl-ect the

true picture. This is because certain parameters carl be defined more

q,Jr/'Stephen Coughlin, An Appraisal- of the Rieid Airship in the U.K.
Freight Market, Cranfield CTS Report f (Crenfield, England: Cranfield
fn-stltute of fechnology Center for Transportation Studies, 1977), PP. 1'102.

:

i1,;! .j.ii¡¡

66--Ibid., p. ö7.
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Parameter

Al-titude
Lengthr/Diameter

Util-ization
Interest on capital
Vehicl-e life
Stn-rcture cost

Gas cost

Power plartt cost

F\ref cost

Crew wages

Maintenance

Insurance

Tabl-e 4

Sensitivity Analysis of Initial Airship
Technical- and Cost AssumPtions

Initial- Assumption

J00O feet
6

lO00 hours

10 percent

10 years

20,ooo/ton

3O/IOOO tt,1
20/rÐ

20/Lon

1 40, OOo

4 percent initial- cost

1 percent initial cost

Percent Change in
OoeratinE Cost

f59.Êrl
-)v

s.r.c.a .47 ta/w/nr.
bs.i^r. .5 tbÆÐ

min t"c .06 inches

Fd 1.27

Transmission efficiencY .Bl

Max. speed.,/cruise sPeed 1-1

-4 +4

-22 +22

-4 +7

-1 0

-41 +To

+1 0B

-10 +12

'5" +27

+55 -14

-15 +17

+)6 -14

-40 +42

-4 +1

-1/2 +1/2
7 tE

-) -T)

-4 +4

-9 +9

-7 ¿-2/
aspecific fuef consumption of power p1ant.

l^
"specific weight of Power Plant.
cminimum aflowable shel-l thickness.

*̂structural- efficiency.
eratio taken as 1.

S. Coughlin, An

i. L:.i

Source:

' P. 23.
aisal of RiEid A in the U.
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Critical-

min t
U

F

structure
cost

vehicle fife

utilization

Table !
Rel-atj-ve Importance of the Assunptions by Group

Based Upon a +50 Percent Variation

Rel-ativel-y Important

length

max. speedr/cruise speed

interest on capital

transmission efficiency

Not Very Important

design al-titude

s.f.e. & s.w.

eost of pohier plant

cost of lifting gas

cost of fuel-

creür wages

maintenance cost

insr.rance cost

Source: S. Coughtin,,An Appraisal of the Rigid Airship in the U.K. Freight
Market, p. 24.

i:'::.. -' ,

i, :, : -:, rt ì, .: ì i
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accurately than others. For example, looking at Table J, the cost and

weight of the poi^ier plant can be specified quite exactly, whil-e the

variation in the maintenance cost, which is included in the same group,

may exceed even the 150 percent variation evafuated. l'lhat clearly emerges

from the sensitivity analysJ-s, however, is that the critieal- area lor

determining operating eosts rr...is that of structural design' where a

difficult interaetion occurs between structural- cost and structural
cA

efficiency.")u

Like Coughlin, Howe also engaged in a detailed. engineering study

to arrive at the probable cost parameters for a 33.9x106 cubic foot airship

with a gross lift of IOOO tons.57 It is interesting to note that Howe

prepared two sets of cost estimates employing varying assumptions regarding

the airshipts install-ed polrer and hence the assumed cruise speed. One set

of estimates hras based upon the assumption that hyd.rogen gas would be used

along with helium as the agent of buoyancy and that some of the hydrogen

would be burned as fuel to maintain neutral buoyancy as fossif fuel was

expended. The other set of estimates was made with the assumption that a

cryogenic system woufd be install-ed to liquify helium to maintain neutraf
rQ

buoyancy as fuel- was burned.'" In both cases Howe assumed that the indirect

56rora., o. 25.

57Hor", Feasibility, p. 18.

¡Q
- l_b]-d.
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costs to be added to direct costs to obtain total operating costs woul-d be

in the neighborhood of 50 percent of direct 
"o"t".59

Having exarnlned some of the more substantial efforts which have been

made to estimate airship costs, it 1s unfortunate that no meaningful

comparisons can be made between the resul-ts which were obtained due to the

variations in time, space and costing techniques and assumptions among the

studies. It is for this reason that none of the resul-ts were included and

that only the occasional indirect comparison bias attempted.

0f the vari-ations among the studies mentioned, the most critical is

that the cost esti-mates are based on a plethora of differing assumptions

regarding airship síze, load capacity, distances to be traversed, utiliza-

tion rates, and just about every other factor critical to a cost caleulation.

fn view of the fact that there does not seem to be a reliable way of

determining which of the studies provides the best overall- assumptions, it

was decided that a costing modef woufd be formulated employing assumptions

regarding an airship of specific design and intended performance character-

istics. This costing and performance model wil-l be developed and presented

in Chapter-!, following a review of the transport d.emand. literature a¡ld. the

d.evelopment of the abstract mode model which will- take place in Chapters J

and. 4, respectively.

Ã.o
"Tbjd.



CHAPTER f

THE CHARACTm.ISTICS OF TFM DEI4AND FOR TRANSPORT

3.1 Mod.els of Dema^nd. and. Modal--Spl-it
in Transportation

trrlhil-e a great d.eal- of effort (on paper at least) has been put into

the devel-opment of an airship which is eapable of competing in present and

future transportation markets, work has been continuously ongoing to

determine the constituent factors of the demand for frei-ght transportation.

As well, the choice of transport mode has also come under serious scrutiny.

It may be mentioned at this point that since only a smal1 percentage of

freight movement is by airplane, most researchers have tended to focus

their attention on ground transport.

Many of the studies which have been performed, including those by

perl-e,60 Buni.hay and. ïlhitaker,6t sr-o.",62 Fo"b"ooke and Haritonr6l Mo":conr64

6Or.O. Perle, The Demand. for Transportation, Research Paper No. 95
(Chicago: University 1-96"

6lHaskel- Benishay and Gilbert R. lrlhÍtaker, Jr., rrDemand. and. Supply
in Freight Transportation," , 14 (

241-261. -
62-*James Sl-oss, rrThe Demand for Intercity Motor Freight Transport:

A Macroeconomic Analysisr't Jor.rrnaf of Business, 44 (January l)f 1)z6Z-68.

6Jn. ¡'o"¡rooke and G. Hariton, Transport Demand. El-asticities,
(Ottawa: Canad.ian Transport Conrnission, 1975) r Þp. 2-18.

64O.". Morton, "A Statistical Sketeh of Intercity Freight Demand,rr
Ilfghway Egsearch Record, No. 296 (Wasbington, D.C.: Highway Research
Board., 1969).

1966) z

¿l
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Aç
and Lirmer,"' made use of regressi-on anal-ysis to identify significant

variabl-es and,/or to measure their inffuence on the demand for transportation.

Research by i,rlood.s and Domenisch,66 n""obo 
"u167 

and steng""68 tt" lu""

rigorous methodologically than that cited previously due to the fact that

these latter studies attempted to include quality of service6g variables

to explain the demand for transport, while the former did. not. It shoul-d

be mentioned, however, that no attempt was made to quantify the qual-itative

variables in a rigorous martner. Recently, however, efforts have been made

tion of
452-46o.

Ae
"'Ezekiel Linrner, ttThe Elasticity of Demand for RaÍlroad Transporta-
Fforida Produce," Jou¡na@, 37 ( 1955)z

66O.t. 
I¡rloods and. T.A. Domenisch, "Competition Between Rail arrd

Truck in Interci.ty Freight Transportation," PÏoceedings of the 12th Amuaf
Meeting of the Transportation B.esearch.Foru.q (Oxford' fndiana: The
Riehard e. CrosÁ-Companv, l97l), pp. 26t-276.

Áz"'Paul- Escobosa, Some Aspects of Trans'portation of Fmits and
Veeetables in the Inlestern parÙ of the United States (Stanford., California:

68Oturr J. Stenger, "An Approach to Determining the Market Potential
for Various Raifroad. Services,t'
the Transportation Research Forum (Oxford., Indiaria: The Richard B. Cross

6,o"TQuality of service, as defined by Marc A. Johrison, may be taken
as r?...an aggregate term referring to the brmdle of non-prj-ce characteris-
tics of transportation inputs that influence their useful-ness in the
production process. Examples include transit speed, product safetyr and
service rel-iability...rt Mare A. Johnson, 'rEstimating the Influenee of
Service Quality on Transportation Demandrtt.
Economics, 58 (Aueust 1976)2497.
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by Johnson,'" Alfen," and Kneafsey'- to actual-ly measure the effects of

different aspects of service quality on transport demand.

Tr.rrning now to the question of modal choice, a number of approaches

have been taken to determine the allocation of traffic among the various

modes in a particular transport market. Mik1uis et al .73 u;rra hlatson :

'., ,

-z )tet al-.rI made use of logit analysi-s in an attempt to predict modal choice

from data on the performanee attributes of each mode artd shipment

characteristics. As well, an attempt to extend modal split analysis to 
:.,::i,

incl-ude the eval-uation of not yet existing transport mod.es has been made 
.."1"

i.;;..,:by Quand.t75'76 and. Quand.t and Baumo1r77'7g by making use of what is referred. i::

Torbid., pp. 497-joo.

71W. Bruce A1len, r'The Impact of Transport Loss and Damage on
Transportation Demand,'r Proceed.ings of the '14th Ar¡eual- Meetinå of the
Transportation Research Forum (Oxford, Indiana: The Richard. B. Cross Company,
19T), pp. 6o5-6t5.

72_
'-James T. Kneafsey, (Toronto:

D.C. Heath and Company, 1975), pp. 57-292, passim.

7Jw^1t." Mi-klius, Kenneth L. Casavarrt and. Peter V. Garrod., r'Estimation
ofDemandforTrarrsportationofAgricu1tr¡ra]-Conu.noditieg,''@
.Agricu]tural- Economics 59 (May 1976) 2217-222.

t)t
"Peter L. Watson, James C. Hartwig and i,rlill-iam E. Linton, rtFactors

Influencing Shipping Mode Choice for Intercity Freight: A Disaggregate
Approach,r? Proceedings of the 15th Annual Meeting of the Traneportation
4gssarch.po@ppJn4Tf

i ,:,;.::

ThicnarA B. Quand.t, ?rlntroduction to the Analysis of Travel Demand.,r'
inTheDemandforTrave]-:Theo@,ed'RichardE.Quandt
(Le , pp. 1-6.

76_ _,-Idem,l|EstimationofModa}Sp1its,''inTheDemandfor.@E
and Measr:rement, ed. Richard. E. Quandt- (Lexington
Company, 1970), pp. 160-161

.7.7

"Ri-chard E. Quandt and lrlillíam J. Baumol-, rrThe Demand for Abstract
Trarisport Modes: Theory and Measurementr"
6 (winter 1966):E-26.

78- -'-Trram rrThe Demand for Abstract Transport Modes: Some Hopesrrtfuvu¡ t

Journal of Regiona] Science 9 (April 1969)¿159-161.

i'l'¡:¡i
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r. eaytissTg makes reference to a study

which attempted to make use of the abstract mode approach, but which was

unsuccessful due to data fimitations.

From the brief description of the researeh carried out in the past,

as well- as that currently ongoing, it can be seen that advances in under-

standing and predicting transport demand have been and are being made on

many fronts. For the purposes of this stud.y, however, it was d.ecided that

the abstraet mode approach put forward by Quandt and Baumol offered the

best prospect for estimating the potential demand for a trneïtrrr transport mode

like the airship. As such, a more detail-ed descriþtion of this approach, as

wel-f as a discussion of the theory upon which it rests, are given below.

3.2 The Demand for Abstract Transport
Modes

The abstract mode approach to evaluating the demand for transport

put forward. by Quandt and. Baumot8O i" based. on the conviction that modes carr

and should. be defined in terms of their qualities or attributes rather than

being del-ineated in the conventional manner of train, truck, bus, 
"t".81

fnstead of maklng use of a purely semantic d.ifferentiation with its implicit

subjective evaluation of modal attributes, an abstract mode is characterized

by an explicit vector of values for the relevant variables that affect the

79n. euyriss, , O.E.C.D. Round. Table 20
(Paris: Econornlc Research Centre, 1973) r Þp. 35-48, passi-m.

Boq̂uanor and Baumol, "Abstract Modes: Theoryr" P. 14.

Br-. . "l_b]-d..
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desirabil-ity of a mode to the individual for daily travef or to a shipper
Qo

for determining the movement of his product to market."'

\¡lhen modes are defined in abstract terms, then the decision to ship

goods as well- as the choice of mode is hypothesized to depend upon the best

absolute performance of any mode in rel-ation 'r,o each of the attributes

specified. as well as the relative performance of each mode in relation to
Q-z

the best."/ Taking a very sj-mple example, suppose that a product to be

shipped. degenerates rapidly, in say x days, to the point where it is no

longer salabl-e. In deciding whether or not to market this product in a

particular location a shipper wil-I need to know if the best absolute travel

time by any mod.e fr"om point of origin to destination is less than x days.

If no mod.e can provide service in l-ess than x days, then the decision will

necessarily be not to ship. Suppose, however, that there were two modes,

A and B, both of which provided service in fess than x days. If more modaf

attributes, such as freight rate and rel-iabil-ity of service, are introducedt

then the choi-ce between mode A or mode B woul-d depend on the best absolute

performance for each characteristic¡ as 6slf as on the relative perforTnance

l-evel of each mod.e assuming that some minirmrm standard is met. This concept

wil-] be discussed more fully later in this chapter.

In essence, then, the abstract mode approach states that the demand

for a particular transport mode is a function of its attributes, which are,

Be-. ..
l- þl_d. .

BJOr-.o"r, Gronau and Roger E. Alcaly, "The Demand for Abstract
Transport Modes: Some Misgivings," 9 (April
1969) t153.
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hopefully, quantifiable. hihat differentiates this approach from others

which specify the demand for transportation to be'r...4 fi-rrction of a m.imber

of variabl-es is that after afl- relevant vari-abl-es have been held constant

we consid.er the [moae] to be homogeneous: that is, if the observable

attributes of one [mode] a"" precisely the same as those of arrother, then
O)r

for or:r purposes, they are the same [mode]."'* The ad.vantage of this type

of approach is that unl-ike trad.itional approaches, it allows for the

introduction of new modes, such as the airship, sinrply by specifying such

major characteristics as cost or travel time,B5 instead of requiring a

total reconstruction of shippers' preference maps or an implicit character-

istics appeal such as occur.s when new products are stated to be rrlikeir

other products which are currently avaita¡te.86

3.3 The Characteristics Theory of Demand

The crueial modification of conventional- demand tlreory which a]lows

the abstract mode approach to deal more effectively w'ith the emergenee of

new transport modes is the premise that consumers are not interested. in the

institutional- delineation of modes, but rather are interested in the

characteriçtics or attributes which the various transport modes produce in

d.iffering amorrnts and proportions.BT

i..:.::,:.:;' l.
lii :- ì.i:

Õ), i ':'
'aquandt and. Baumol , I'Some Hopesr" Þ. 159. :r:'!:''ìi'Ì:

Bã.i-cirara e. Quand.t, rrlntroductionu " p. 6.

86__ _--Kelvin J. Lancaste", , (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1971), Þ. 116.

BTQuan¿t, rrlntroduction, " p. 5.
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It appears, then, that the abstract mode approach to transport
oo

demand is r'...similar to spirit...t'" to Lancasterrs characteristics approach
Roto Cemarid."' The fundamental proposition of Lancasterts demand theory is

that all goods possess objectively measurable characteristics whiih are thé

pertinent factors in the sefection of goods-coflections which people make.

Thus, the choice of a particular goods collection is a consequence of an

individual-rs assessment of d.ifferent characteristics, rather than his

assessment of the characteyistics content of a particular collection of
orìgoods.'" It foll-ows from this that the desire to acquire goods may be

viewed as a derived demand for the goodstr...in the sense that goods are

required. only in ord.er to produce the characteristics."9l

Now, suppose that an economy contains n goods w'ith r characteristics

from which utility is directly derived by consumers. If we define

e.. (i = 1 e ,..2 Tl j = 1, .¡., n) to represent the universally meaningful
.LJ

and. objectively measurable qua:rtity of the ith characteristie which one unit

of the jth good possesses, and C- and G. to represent the quantity of the

Íth characteristic and jth good in a particular goods collection respectively'

B8I,rr'"".ter, @, p. 1i7.
Ro-'rbid.
qo
'"Idem, rrA New Approach to Consumer Theory,tt in The Demand for

Trave]: Theory and Measurement, ed. Richard E. Quand.t (Lexington, Mass.:
D.C. Heath and. Company, 1970), Þ. 20.

91fd"t, @, p. 7.
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then it is essential- for the viability of the Larrcastrian model- that two

assumptions hol-d. The first is that:

C. = Q. G.1 -lJ J

where C.. o. and G. are defined as above.I. TlJ 
J

In essence this means that the quantity G, r where GÞ0, of the jth good

(t )

possesses G times the amount of each characteristic in the goods coflection

as does a single unit of the jth good. The second assurption is that:

C. = e. Gj * Aito GX,a -rJ Gj * Qik Gk' Q)

where C.. q. and G. are defined as above.I. .1J 
J

e.*,- = the quantity of the ith characteristic which one unit of the'r-^ kth good. possesses

G, = the quantity of the kth good in a particular goods col-fection.k

Essentially this requires that the total amourit of the ith characteristic

possessed by a goods coffection be the simple sum of the quantities of

that characteristic possessed by each of the goods in the colleetion

individually. One further assunption is that indÍviduals possess ordinal-

utility fi-rrctions on characteristics of the form U(c) arrd that they will

tencl to choose characterisitcs col-l-ections which maximize U("),92

Returning to our economy of n goods and r characteristies, the

total cofl-ection of characteristios possessed by the n goods may be stated

92- _--rdem' rrA

Economy, /4 (April
New Approach to Consumer Theory,rl
1966) t135.

Journal of Political
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C. = X S-, G, i = 1e ...1 Ta t-¡ -1 J J, J-l

Forrnul-ating this in matrix terms , (l) becomes:

t\ _ 
^(\v-b¿u
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3)

(4)

where:

c = lc. I i" a vector of characteristics
' l--

n f n 'l . - - ---^!^-- -4 -^-r- ^-^lG = I u. I is a vector of goods, and

Q = [orr] i" t matrix of coefficients relating good.s and

characteristics .9J

Thus, since goods are productive of, but are not slmonlrmous nor uniquely

identified i^r-ith characteristics, and characterístics cannot be purchased

directly, it folLows that there must be a link between goods and character-

istics which facil-itates the transformation of one into the other. To

effect this transformation, Lancaster makes use of what he refers to as

the consumption technologymatrixr Q, as ci.efined above, which has as many

rolrs as there are characteristics and. as many columns as there u"" good".94

For example, suppose there are three transportation modes, A, B, and D

whose pertinent characteristics are load capaci-ty, intons, andfrequency of

service, givenin terms of the number of trip originations per week. The

consumption techriology matrix, which is assumed to be objectively viewed

93rd.. , consumer, p. 16.

g4Qrrurr¿t, rtlntroduction," p. 6.
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as being the same by every individual- in the 
""orlornyrg5 

for this

particular collection of goods can be described as in Table 6.

Each q. . in Table 6 has an objectively quantifiable val-ue which is-r- J

determined by the intrinsic properties of the modes themsel-ves. Through

the use of this consumption technology matrix in the rel-ationship C = QG,

a linear transformation from 'rgoods space't to rrcharacteristics spaceil can

o6,
be effected.T"

Having established. the refationship between good.s and. eharacteris-

tics, let us now consider an actuaf mapping in characteristics space when

the number of goods exceeds the nrxnber of characteristics.

Tabl-e 6

Consumption Technology Matrix
for Modes A, B, and D

¿_tL_)

ABj--r=2

load capacity
(tons )

frequency of
service

(origins per
i^reek)

95l*r.""ter, ggry, p. 18.

atr
(¡)

arz
(4)

q^^-¿¿
(=)

qtl
(1)

qzj
(4)

azl
(r )

96roru., n. i6.
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In Figure J, C1 and C, represent objectively measirabl-e and

rrnj.versal-ly meaningful characteristics, while the points G1 , GZ, GJ, and

G4 represent the images of discrete quantities of goods G1, G2, G3, and

G4 transnosed into characteristics space. The slope of the rays from the

origin to each of the points indicates the re1ative proportions of C, and

C, produced by each of the goods. The length of a ray is determined by

the price of the good in question, given that there is a budget constraint.

Rays extend further from the origin in a north-east direction as the

prices of goods fafl- or the bud.get constraint is 
".""d..97

Characteristics
Exceeds the

Figure J

Space When the Ni;¡nber Goods
Number of Characteristics

97t¡i¿., p. i.4.
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The points along the lines joÍning G1, GZ, and G, form what

Lancaster cafls the efficiency frontier. This frontier represents

col-fections of characteristics C,, arrd C, which can be obtained and which

woufd maximize a consumer's utility for a given budget constraint. This

is true for any combination of G., and G' G, and Gtt or G., , GZ, or Gt

consumed al-one. The actuaf point chosen along the frontier w-il-I depend

only on the consumerrs preference for d.iffering amorrnts of C,, and C2 not

on his perception of the characteristies composition of the goods. Note

that no rationaf consumer would choose G4 since it is dominated ¡y Ge.

That is to say, he coul-d obtain more of both C, and C, by choosinS Gt or

some combination of G, urra Cr.9B

Suppose now, that new good-s' represented by the points Gr, G6,

and G, in Figure 4 are introduced. sequentíal-iy into the economy. All

three goods al-so contain characteristics C,, attd C, but in different

proportions to goods Gt-G4. From Figi;re 4 it can be seen that with the

appearance of Gr, the efficiency frontier would shift out somewhat, and

woufd incl-ud.e vertices G1, GZ, G.', and Gr, as well as the points forming

the fines or facets Gt GZ, G2 G5, and fD Ot. No rational consrmer would

now purchase a combination of G, and. G, since he could get more of at

rt-_:

g8roru., pp. D4-Di.
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a point onleast one characteristic and no fess

c^ c- or G- G-.2>

I¡Iith the introduction of G6r

of the other by choosing

it can be

would now consist of vertices G", GZ, G5, and G6 and the lines ioining

them.

Finally, when G, comes onto the market, all other goods beeome

inefficient, a¡d al-l rational consumers would spend their entire budgets

on G., since they could. obtain more of both C,, and C, than by the purchase
I

of any combination of good.s. In this case, the efficiency frontier would

simply consist of the one point, GT. It shoutd be noted that in this

seen that G, becomes an

The efficiency frontierinefficient choice' since it is domj-nated by G6.

Figure

Effect of the Introduction
Goods into the EconomY

q
ì/.,....G<| .,"\ t..

G_.l

The of New

c2
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1ast, rather extreme case, it is requj-red that a good like G, Possesses

something of all- relevant characteristj-cs.99

It seems then, that the shape of the efficiency frontier depends

on the rel-ative prices of the goods being considered. Changes Ín the

shape of the frontier can come about through the introduction of new goods'

as r¡ras il-l-ustrated above, or by charrges in the relative prices of the

goods already in the economy. It is inportant to remember that the

position of a new good in the system depends more on its price than on

the proportions of characteristics it contains.

T\-rrning now to the case where the m.mber of characteristics

exceeds the mmber of goods, the shape of the efficiency frontier also

changes with rel-ative prices. If we consider the simple situation where

there are two goods and three characteristles, as illustrated in FÍgtlre I'

an edge l-ike VZ may form the frontier if both of the goods are efficient'

or the frontier may consist of sirnple points like x or y if either G, or

Gr, respectively, were domirrurrt. 
100

From the preceding d.iscussion it is apparent that regard.l-ess of

the makeup of characteristics space, both the shape and composition of the

efficiency frontier change as the relative priees of goods ehange. This

charrge in the shape anð./or composition is due to r,¡hat Lancaster refers to

as the efficiency substitution effect,101 th""e one good. is substituted

99r¡ia., pp. Dr-i6.
1ooruid., o. 57.
1 o1 toi¿.
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for a combination of other goods, or conversely, a combination of goods

replaces one good. In either case, this substitution effect is rrniversal

and objective because efficiency is the only eriterion on which it is

based. It is in no way dependent upon individual preferences.

However, in addition to the efficiency substitution effectr there

is a private substitution effect which is dependent upon the ind.ividualrs

preference fi-rnction. Also, since knowledge of individual preference is

necessary for dotermining the actual- choice of particular characteristics

collections, it m:ight be useful at this point to l-ook at a parlicufar

preference model-.

ct

c.
¿-

Figure I

Characteristics Space hlhen the Ntunber
of Characteristics Exceeds the

Number of Goods

ili: r: !:: ,::i:.

lr.j .i.,':.-.
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In devel-oping his theory, Lancaster makes use of t'...4 simple

preference mod.el-. . .based on Cobb-Douglas preference functiort", 102 *ith

each indifferenee 
"rr"rr"10J 

h"rrirrg the forrn (for r characteristics)

T a.
n c. t-A

i=1 l-

where A is a constant and Ð ø. = 1."104 This means that an individua]

preference function is d.efined by the choice of the indices. That is'

d.ifferent choices of the d.rs correspond to different preferences. It

fotrfows then, that the distribution of the a.rs over an entire population

describes the preferences of that populatiorr.105

024" Lrn"aster indicates in Consumer Demand. (p. 7Ð, there are
two points which inhibít the use of the Cobb-Douglas preference firnction
in a traditional- modef of the representative consumer. First' its homo-
geneity gives rise to r¡nit income elasticities for both goods, and second,
it has ¿nit elasticity of substitution, so that the proportion of total-
income spent on each good depends only on the val-ue of s and does not change

with changes in either relative price or income. Lancaster justifies the
use of the Cobb-Douglas preference fi-rnction by calling attention to the
fact that the drawbacks mentioned are l-ess important in the case of an

lndl-vrcruar sance the properties of aggregate demand. are determined by the
distribution of the preference parameter as well as the individual-
functions. I^lhat is rea11y implied. by the Cobb-Dougl-as form is that a

given cons-umer's preferences fit this general form at each utility level .

It is not necessary that a particular individual have the same preference
parameter at different utility or income levels.

lOJlrraifference curves in characteristics space are assumed. to
have the properties of monotonieity, non-intersection, and convexity to
the origin, just like indifference curves in conventional goods space.

lo4lrrr"r"ter, @, p. 72.

iri:i::::.::tì i ì

ÕF f*Al{'¡"trC:-ìii

{¡ggnniE'9

1o5ro:-¿. , p. 73.
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In the simplest fornn;l-ation of the model, only two characteristics

are considered. fn this case, indifference curves for any individual

would be deseribed by

^u ^1-uc. cr-=A

where A = constant, O _< ø_< 1. Since a variation in ø d.efines an

Índividualts preference variation, there is only one parameter, ø, whose

distribution need be considered. For the preference fr¡lction above, a

consumer for whom G = O woufd be interested in only characteristic.C2,

whil-e a consumer for whom u. = 1 would only desire characteristic ,C1.

Now, given an ind.ividual- i,rith the preference fi;nction detail-ed.

above, and a characteristics frontier with slope -ilr as shown in

Figure 6.befow, then this ind.ividual Ïi-i11 choose a point on the

C^
¿

ct

Consumer Choice for a

u. 1-at'| ^' ^. Given"1"2 -¡

/Ï'rgure o ,

Consumer with Preferenee Fr-rnction

Characteristi-cs Frontier BA

i":ì::
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dc
¿̂

.1î*"1

dC,
where * is taken along an indifference ctlrve. Since

du1

dCZ -q CZ

d% =l= q
the consumer w'il-l- select a faeeü pointr sâV E' for which

cz 1-a
il= Tm

1

assuming such a point exists.

Point E wil-l exist on facet AB for a consumer r^¡hose preferences

c2
are defined by a particular d vafue only if the ratio i at E, where the,1

indifference cu.rve has slope -m, fies between the ratios rO and r":

where rO and rB are the slopes of. rays from the origin to the vertex

points A and B, respectively. As such, E i^rilI be a point on AB iff

1-ar-)*mlr.-B- q A

or

mm
m+rB - - m+rA

1o6roia., n. TT.

1..'-.rrÌ

i,1:
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ff we consider an efficiency frontier such as that itlustrated

in Figure 7, an individual woufd choose a pointr say F, which is a vertex

at the conjr:nction of facets BF and FA, where the slope of a ray through

the origin to point F is r, iff

m. m-AJJ

-/ 

&m.+r - - m^+r
AIJ

For this same individual to choose an upper end vertex such as B in

Figure 7, the requirement woul-d be that:

NL.u\
m_+r -IJ

o ì0

Consumers May
' or FAr or

Figure /

Choose Points on Facets BF

on Vertices B, F, or A

whil-e for a lower end vertex, such as point A in FigUre J, to be ehosen

it woul-d. be necessarY that:
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107

1r'cì 
to

'mA+r

Having set out the parameter limits for an individual to actually

choose a col-l-ection of characteristics on a particul_ar facet or

characteristics frontier, it is now possible to examine the preference

distribution over that characteristj;cs frontier. ff we l-et F (a) Ue tire

cumulative distributÍon function, then F (ø) will d.esignate the number of

individuals whose preference parameters lie between O and s. Ttre

d.ensity function of F ( a) is:

f (q) = Ft(ø)

so that

dF=f(a)Oa

will indicate the number of individuals whose preference parameters l_ie

between t and q +dø. trThen the totat mrnber of consumers who r,,rill choose

a particular vertex, or a point on a particular facet is given by:

(a) r'or a facet: m

.: '

^ 
m+r^

j r(a) oa

(d) eor a vertex:
m,+r

I 
J{ f(a) aa

',8

m+r_
IJ

tb*"

m.
A

1 o7r¡ia.
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(c) Por an end vertex: th 
I .,'oU

,f 
''"*" r(a) aa o" *,o r(o) aa

ó t"^*

Now, since every facet is terminated either by its intersection with

another facet or an end vertex, while every vertex is either an end

vertex or the intersection of two facets, it follows that the total

nurnber of individuals on the characteristics frontier can be stated as:'

*A 'b*A

m.+T ll}^+r m^+r

I A r(ø) ¿a *^o r(ø) aa + "f 
þ r(a) os +

0 -t nt" *A

mA+r t B+"

1

4, r(ø) da = r1r¡109

nr-+r
JJ

In constructing a simple preference distribution model, if we

assume both a rmiform distribution of income so that average income is

constant over the G'sr and a recta:ngr:lar distri-bution of preferences w-ith

constant d.ensity (which can be taken to be lmity, so that f(ø) = 1, then

the mmber of consumers on a facet like AB in Figr.rre 6 wiff be given by:

mm m(r¡r")

'.% 
- -% or G+=T('+Ð

to8tuiu., n. TB.

1o9r¡ia.
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By the same token, the number of consumers on a vertex at the intersection

of two facets, such as point F in Figure /, will be equal to:

*A 
- % o"."('no-nb).ttomA+r th+" (mA+r) (nb+r)

Before going on to arr example to calcufate the distribution of

consumers along a particulay eharacteristics frontier given a specific

consumption technology arrd prices, it is important to note two important

propositions which foll-ow from the assumptÍon of a rectangular preference

distribution. The first result is that the distribution of consumers

along any facet is r-miform, in the sense that the line density al-ong the

facet is consta¡rt.111 The second proposition, which assumes a uniform

income d.istribution in ad.d.ition to the rectangular preference distribution,

states that the aggregate expenditure over all consumers on any facet

r,ril-l be equally d.ivid.ed between the two goods which correspond. to the

vertices terminating the f^o"t.112

Now suppose we have the consumption technology for three goods 
ir: . ,: .

and two characteristics given earlier in Table 1. Ttrat isz r.'1:1 :::::::
''.-

a-F t t ''
For facility of cal-cul-ation let the price of each good be fixed. at

unity. Then, the price vector associated with goods A, B, and. D wil-l- be:

p=[1 1 1] ''rr,'1:

1loruid., p. Tg.

111_. . -_Lbld.

112r¡i¿., p. Bo.
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Figure B ill-ustrates the geometry of the efficiency frontier generated

by the given consumption technology and prices. If it is assumed that

the distribution of Cobb-Douglas preferences is rectangular r^rith density

100 and r-niform income distribution with unit average income, then the

computation of aggregate demand will depend on the various ratios of the

lorm m/m+r. The relevant ratios in absolute terms are:
i. , - r.:r'
ì ,:.' .;l:

''i:'.r'.j1
i::,: :.: :.'r

m^-
D - 

A 
- '11 - z4"3-mo+r"-.ii+.75- '''

i" i.' .1 .: 1

li-]:': ''--,1j.::ì.

'-l: l

Figure 8

The Geometry of the Effieiency Frontier

¡(5, t )
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Ð _ 'l _ Õ1 _ ^a113^4 = 

=O 
=Æ = ¡\"'(r

The distribution of individuals over the characteristics or effi-ciency

frontier is then given by,114

Facet AB = 1Oo [R1-R2] = tB

Faeet BD = 1OO [R]-R47 = 23

Vertex A = 1oO [1-R1) =- 9

Vertex B = loo [R2-R]f = 42

o
Vertex D = 1oo [nr*-O] = T-=

The relative sharpness of the angle at vertex B is the reason for the

large nurnber of eonsumers who sel-ect that charaeteristics collection.

Because al-l individual-s are assumed to have unit income, and because

purchases by facet consumers are evenfy divided. between the goods

corresponding to the vertices of the facet, the distribution of expendi-

ture on the three good.s can be cal-culated. as follo*"r115

Good, A (Vertex Ã + 1/2 Facet AB) = 1B.O

Good B (vertex B + 1/2 Faeet Iß + 1/2 Facet BD) = 62.5

Good C (Vertex D + 1/2 Facet BD) =J%.

100.0

11Jrnra. , n. 62.

t'4loru. , p. 6t.
1 15r¡i¿.

i+,:;:;r,.:i....',r :.1
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Finallyr before turning to a closer exanrination of qua¡dt and.

Baumol-ts abstract mode formulation, it woul-d be useful- to look at how a

change in the price of one good will affect the distribution of expendi-

ture on all goods. suppose, then, that the price of good B increases

from 1 to 1 * ôr, (where ôo is very small). rt fol-l-ows that the amor.mttB 
"B

of good B that ean be purchased i,rith unit income wil-l d.ecrease from 1 to

1 - ôo (neglecting seeond. order terms ).116 The coordinates of vertex Bt.B

wit-l change, as shown in Figure ), from (4,1) to 4(1 - ôp ),1(t - ôo ).
'B tB

This results in a change in the facet slopes mo and 5, and. therefore, a

change in the distribution of indivj,duals over all three vertices as well

Figure !

The Effect of a Price Change on the
Distribution of Expenditure

cr

D( 1 ,4)
B(4 J)-a

S"' [4( t-ônu),

A(5,1)

"6roru., p. 84.
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as both facets. Using standard approximation methods it is possible to

calculate the new slopes of mO *d tb. The changes j-n the rrR-ratiosrr

can then be computed, and from these the changes in the r¡¡nber of

individual-s on each vertex or facet are obtainabl-e. Intuitively, an

increase in the price of good B shoul-d lead to a decrease in the m:inber

of consumers on vertex B and an increase in the number of consumers on

the facets AB and BD as weff as on the vertices A and D.

fact the case, according to Lancast"r.l17

This is in

ft is the change in slope of the two facets which is responsible

for this movement of some individuals from vertex B onto facets AB and

BD, and of some ind.ividuals from the facets onto the end. vertiees A and.

D. ft shoul-d be noted, however, that.the expenditure on good B decreases

by an amount that is l-ess than the decrease in the number of consumers on

B. This is due to the fact that there is a concurrent increase in the

number of facet consumers, half of whose expenditure w1ll- be on good B.

At the same time though, the decrease in the actual quantity of good B

consumed will be greater than the decrease in expenditure as a resutrt of

the fact that the price of good B has irr"*u"""d.118

Hãving given a short explanation of the characteristics theory of

demand, it remains to consider the relationship between the theory arrd the

abstract mode concept developed by Quandt and Baumol-. It is to this task,

as wel-l as à more d.etailed d.iscussion of abstract mod.e mod.els, that the

ne:rb chapter is devoted.

1 17r¡:-a.

11Br¡ro., p. 85.



CHAPTM 4

ABSTRJ.CT MODE MODELS: PAST AND PRESEA]'I

t...:.::_:;.-4.1 The Ouandt and Baumol- Model

The brief d.escription of Lancaster's theory of demand which øas

furnished. in the last chapter has application when considering Quandt and 
,,,,.,::,;,

Baumolf s abstract mode approaeh to transport demand, which was introduced 1,:,1:::

earl-ier. , Quand.t and Baumol make use of the characteristics concept of ,,.,..:::.:.,:.
i, t,.,t,.',,,'

demarrd in order to estimate the market potential for new or not yet

existing transport modes. One of the problem areas which still remains

is that, while a characteristics theory provid.es useful- insights and.

justifies intuition in many cases, it "...does not provide a direct

avenue to the mathematical- form of the d.emand. fulction."119

fn actually fornrulating a modef for passenger travel demand which

can be tested, Quandt and Baumol suggest using an expanded gravity model

of the form:

where:

uad.u.u'd'd12O
rkij = oorrt ,r'"rt 

"ru 
*rt rru rrj r.,(H)rr(c)rr(o) * ,'-" (r)

Tl--. = = number of trips along arc ij by mode k
KAJ

P. = popul-ation of node ia-

1 19quarìd.t , "ïntroduction, " p. 6. 
.

l2oQrrund.t 
and. Baumol, "Abstraet Modes: Theory," p. 23.

;:.j,.
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P. = population of node j
J

Y. = llt€aJr income at node i
l_

Y. = ûteaJ]. i_ncome at node j
J

M- = institutional (industrial) character index of nod.e i
l_

M. = institutional- (industrial) character index of nod.e j
J

N. . = the m-:mber of modes serving the area ijlJ 
B ß

f . (H) = (H. .b)'o (n . .")'1-1'--' '--ij , '-kij /

¡ /n\ 
Y Y'

r.2\v) = {crrb) ' (cnrj") 1

ôô
rl(D) = {orrb) o (oorj") 1

where:

b
H. , = the l-east required trave] time between i and j1J

I1-* *" = the re]ative travef time between i and. j by the kth mod.eKAJ

^bu. = the l-east cost of travel between i and j
r_J

C,-* *" - the relative cost of travel between i and j by the kthKaJ 
mod.e

4.b = the best departure frequeney between i and. j
r_J

D-. ." = the rel-ative d.eparture frequency between i and j by thekrJ kth mode.

. t=errorterm

Once an equation has been estimatgd on the basis of statistical

information coverj-ng a suffieient number of nodal pairs, then the volume

of shipments via the kth mode carr be predicted for a particular arc by
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using the information availabte about the characteristtcs of the mod.es

serving that arc. Suppose that the information from Tabl-e 6, which gave

the absolute perfoïïnaJLce l-evels of modes A, B, and. D, is used. to construct l,:

Table J, which indicates the relative performance characteristics of the

modes. suppose also that, for facility of calculation, instead. of

estimating a logarithmic firnction the rather simplistic hypothetical 
I

.: ,

equation which has been estjmated is:
i.

T,- = -2OO + 40 c,^ + 1! S- +'loO C--.- + JOO S__,_ - 2oN (z) '.,.r{ b - b rlr --- -rR

where the subscripts b and r refer to the best and relative performance

feve]sforeachcharacteristicrespective1y.Ifthepred.icted.vo]-umeof

shipments by the kth mode is d.enoted by q{, then for the mod.es which are 
i

'

described in Table 1 and 2, the following volumes would. result:

MÃ= 175 l

r

M- = 3O5tl

M- = iZO
]J

Service
Frequency (S)

Boo

Table 7

- The Rel-ative Performance Levels of
Three Transportation Modes

Mode Mode

ABDABD

LoadCapacity(C) 5 4 t 1 .B .2

1 3 4 .25.75 1
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Now, if a fourth mod.e, say E' w-ith load capacity 4.5 and

frequency of service equal to 6 is introduced, the values of CO and C"

remain unchanged, but the vafue of SO as rhell- as the S" values for all-

modes will change. Substituting these new values into equation (e), tire

resu]ts are as foll-ows:

MA = 146

ll5=e4O

q=21o

q=¡Bo
996

Tl,,io things are apparent from these results. The first is that the

infroduction of mode E led to an increase in the total traffic generated.

The second resuft is that mode E has eaused a redistribution of traffic

among the existing modes. Thus, mode E seems to have captured a share of

the traffic which was formerly accommodated by modes A, B, and D.

The preceding example was strictly hypotheticaf and was intended

merely to demonstrate the methodol-ogy by which predictions can be made

concerning ,r"r transportation *od"".121 The method.ology described, which

was first put forward by Quandt and Baumol, has a number of advantages.

It enabl-es one to predict the effect of the introduction of a nehl transporb

mode on every other mode. Furthermore, it al-l-ows for the introduction of

1211¡i¿. r pp. 1T-18.
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a ne'i^I mode sinply by specifying its relevant characteristics. Fina11y,

the forecast of total transport demand is treated as a fimction of the

transport alternatives avail ubl-...122

Howeverr probl-ems stil-l- remain in any attempt to actually make use

of the models put forward. The fol-lowing comments which Lancaster makes

about operationalizing his model of consumer demand apply r,,rith equal force

to abstract mode model-s:

Operational- use of the model requires identification of the
relevant characteristics and data on the consunrption technology.
Neither of these requirements is yet easily met, partly because
of the conceptual problems of identifying rel-evant characteristics
and partlV_þgcause the appropriate data have not hitherto been
avaIl.able.123

4.2" The Netherlands Institute of
Transport Model

A group at the Institute of Transport in the Netherfand.s

discovered first hand how true Lancasterrs statements were. They

formulated an abstract mode model- which was primarily intended to

deterrnlne modal- split in freight transport. The model was almost identi-

cal- in form as wel-l as variables to the model- formul-ated by Quandt and

Baumol presented earl-Íer:

fn
I. . .KfJ

aa
=d^P.1 p.2

Uf J

d

*r3 t.,(H)re(c) + e

g.q.au.

v.1 v.4 *.5 r.6AJ1J 3)

where:

Yi = the gross regional product of node i

122tuia., p.

123_-lrancaster,

19.

Consumer, p. 113.
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J , gross regional- product of mode i

and aI1 other variables are defined as they were in equation (2).

Unfortunately, when an empirieal- test of the model was attempted, d.ata

l-imitations required the form of the model- to be changed such that the

paraneters became mode specific and the abstract mode property of the

original- model- was tost.124

4.1 A Simpl-if,ied. Mode] Explained and
Specified

Originally, the present study was intended to pick up where

previous abstract mode studies l-eft off in the sense that it aimed at an

empirical assessment of the feasibility of introducing a new transport

mode, airships, into the freight market. Unfortrrnately, the data which

was required was not available. However, it might be illustrative to

consider the intended study as an example of what would have been done had

the necessary information been accessibl-e. As such, recalling the

characteri-stics approach to demand, it was assumed that LTA's fit into the

group of goods, called transportation mod.es, which is d.efined. by a number

of relevant attributes, and that this group can be treated as being

separate fiom the remainder of the consumption economy. It was al-so

assumed that the consumption sub-technology for transportation modes is

fi-near and additive. It followed, then, that the demand for the LTA mode

woul-d depend on its positi-on with regard to the efficiency frontier for

transportation mod.es, as well as on the distribution of shippers' prefer-

ences and transportati-on budgets.

t c)t a-baylrss: 9g@r p. o).
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In considering the shipment of freight by airships, say fresh

produce from the United States to Canada, Figure 10 may help to

ifluminate the situation. Essentially, there are three technically

feasible modes at present for continental transport (exclud,ing water

movement as wefl as mixed-mod.es such as piggy-back service), and. these

are labelled P, R, and T, coruesponding to airplane, rail and truck,

respectively. It is assumed, for ease of presentation, that there are

onty two attributes, C1 and. Cr, which are relevant for determining

shipperrs modal choices. It is knor¡n that no shipments of fresh fruit

and vegetables from the United States to Canada are presently being made

12tr'
by airplaÍ!èr'"'and it is assumed that this is because the rate charged

È.. ---

t1
Figure 10

Transport Modes in Characteristics Space

4îtr
'')Canada, Department of Agriculture, Production and Marketing

Brarich, Arrieual- Unl-oad Report. Fresh Fruits and Vegetables on Twelve
Canad.ian Markets (Ottawa: Queenrs Printer , 1951-1974).

---rc

B.4\i
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by this mode is too high. Therefore, point P has been drai,,m as an

inefficient point and for this reason does not appear as part of the

efficiency frontier.

Now, suppose that the LTA mode possesses characteristics c,, and

C, in such proportions that its i-mage points in characteristics space

wil-l be along the broken ray, OCo in Figure 10. The exact locatÍon of

the point along oc Ïri]l be d.etermi-ned. by the price charged. by the new

mode. rf the price is too high, then point D wil-l result, a:rd. the

airship i¿i-11- be an inefficient choice, and- most likely will not be used.

The hÍghest price at which the LTA mode will be employed., even marginally

(assr:nr:ing that the prices of P, R, and r remain constant).would. be that

which just puts it on the efficiency frontj-er; that is, at point A in
Figure 10. If the price for airships were l_ower, then point B might

result, and- shippers woul-d. be faced. w-ith choosing points on facets Tts or

BR or else choosing the vertex points T, B, or R. Fina11y, if the new

mode had a price low enough such that point C were its image in character-

istics space, the rail mode would suddenly be inefficient and rational

shippers would choose points on facet rc or else vertex points T or c.

If a d.etermi-nation of the cost of freight transport by atrship is
neglected for the moment, then perhaps the most important task now is the

selection of the modal attributes which are particularly pertinent to

modal- choice. Tn this regard, Bayliss puts forward a list of varj-ables

which have been ranked by European shippers aecording to their importance

in modal selection, while hlood provid.es a similar ranking by North American

shippers. Ïncluded amorrg the variabl-es mentioned by Bayliss, presented
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in the order of their importance to shippers are: certainty of delivery

time, charge, speed and saÎety.126 ïrrood ind.icates that service variabl-es

l-ike travel- time' time rel-iability and the probability of loss and damage ,'::.

seem to be the factors uppermost in the rni-nds of North American shippers

when consid.ering choi-ce of rodu.127

Of the variabl-es mentioned. above, it would appear that freight ,,,',-

'l,it,
charge and speed or travel time are the most easily measurable. Although 

i,,.j,
the remaining variables are theoretically measi-lrable, they require the i,"

kind of cooperation from shippers or transport firms which has to date

not been fortheoming.

Nown the demand for freight transport between two locations as

well- as the demand for a particular mode will depend on the characteristics

of the mode, such as those described above, and al-so on a m:mber of

variabl-es which can be considered to be exogenous except over very long

time periods. These exogenous variables may be socio-economic, geographic

or d.emographic characteristics of the l-ocations in questi or..129 In

considering-this type of variable it was felt that those which have an

important bearing on the demarrd for transport, as well as on modal split,

incl-ud.e the population of the d.estination node, the per capita income in

this node, ancl the distance between the origin and destination nodes.

126euyti"s, 
!gmanc1, p. 48.

121,¡ood" and Domenischr "Competition,rr pp. Z68-269.

128Qlr*r¿t 
and. Baumol , rrAbstract Modes: Theoryr,t .p. 16.

i l:,ì1.,.: -,- ..'

itr; ,i1:: i..i.
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Even if all the variables which have been put forward, both those

considered to be endogenous and those considered exogenous, are accepted

as being relevant to the demand for transportati_on, a problem still-

remains. Since, as was mentioned earlier, Lancasterrs theory does not

fi;rnish a direct articul-ation of the mathematical- form for the demand

120
function, ''/ it, is necessary to decide on the functional- form which best

expresses the relationship between the variabl-es deemed. relevant to and.

the demand for transportation. Fo11ow-ing the lead of Quandt and Baumol,

it is first assumed'r...that the logarithm of the demand is linear in

the logarithms of the variabl-es."13O The assumption is that the varíables

enter the equation multiplicatively rather than additively, and this seems

to be a reasonable first approximation to more comp1.* fot t.131 It

should be pointed out, however, that it may be necessary to assume other

forms which may better approximate the rel-ationship which exists between

the variables.

In natural numbers, then, the demand for transportation takes the

form:
aaa

Tkij = oorjt 
"r' 

ort, r.,(c)rr(s)rr(r) + e (4)

where:

T. . - the demarid for freight transport between nodes i and j byKaJ nod.e k

1)O'-zqlandt, rrlntroducti-onr tt p. 6.

1io _''"Quandt and Baumol , r?Abstract Modes: TLreoryrtt p. 16.

131^ ^- G.U. Archibald and Richard G. Lipsey, @
Mqlbem4tical lrealme4t of Economics (Lond.on: i¡Ieid.enfeld. and Nicolson,
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P. = the population of destination node j
J

Y. = the per capita income in destination node j
J

D.. = the distance between nodes i and jr-J 
ß ß

r.(c) = (cijb)'o (.orr")' '| }J r{}J

r2(s) = {rrro)to (rorr") '
ô ô.

r-(r) = (r. .o) o (r..") 1

t' aJ' l-J

where:

C-. ,b = the shipping charge between i and. j by the cheapest mode
aJ

carj" = 
::i";îî:*;"t;;"":i:åiË3.o"t'een 

i and j bv the kth mode

S. .b = the fastest transit time between i and j
J

sloij" = l3"rlä"i::t":î'"" 
by the kth mod.e between i and j relative

I-. ,b = the insurance charge between i and. j for the mod.e r,,rithr-J the fowest charge per d.ollar of shipment val-ue

rroij" = ::î"îîiïil"i"lnîäfl:"i":i::ä"] 
*u j bv the kth mode

a = """O" 
a""t

The important characteristic of a log-linear demarrd function is

that it has a constarrt elasticity throughout its entj.re range, which is

equal to the exponent oi'".1t' If a logarithmic transformation is

performed, equatiott (4) becomes. .

i fl,":; :-

'i.:..:,:

lì',:.tì, ::: :, :

172'--Ibid., p. 137.
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log Ttij - l-og oO * o1

Fo toe c. .b

Yr 1o8 sxij

log P. + q.2 :.og

+ F., 1os Ctij"

rê--b+ o^ _LoE I.U - ]-J

Y, + a, 1oS

+YO1ogS..

D..+
r_J

b
+ (¡)

-'.': ::
':..' 

-a..: -a -

fo8 Tkij = 1og cO *

where: -

... r * ô. los sorrr + u (6)

be a random variable i,rith the

(footnote 1J4 continued on p. 65)

,tzL
p = the eruor term, ''' and. all other variables have the same

meaning as in equation (!)

1371 .S. Cramer, Empiricaf Econometrics (New York: American Elsi,'rier
Pubishing Company Inc., 1971), P, 77.

¡dt't'The error term is assumed to
following properties:

¡ ô., 1oS tnrr"

One of the important features of equation (5) i" that the

parameters, the oit", nohr represent demand elasticities. This is a very

convenient result, because it is often useful to consider the relationship

between the demand for transportation and. one particular variable ceteris

paribus. hlhile transportation demand is assrxned to be a function of a

number of variables, it is of interest to isofate the effeet of one

13Jvarr-aþf e alone.

Tn addition, the fact that this demand firnction is linear in its

logarithmic form makes it amenabl-e to estimation by the relatively

uncomplicated. and inexpensive procedr.rre of ordinary least squares (Om).

In estimating the parameters of the demand modef, the form of the equation

will- be transrm-rted from the d.etermínistic form presented. in equations (4)

and (5) to the stochastic or probablistie form of equation (6):
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If the estimating equation satisfies the requirements of the Gauss-

Markov least-squares theor" rlt5 then the distribution of the OLS

estimate of any of the parameters in equation (6) will be centred around

the true parameter val-ue; that is, al-l the estimates are unbia""A.136

Furthermore, the OtS estimates are the least variance estimates compared

with any other linear unbiased estimate obtained by other econometric

method.s.1J7 Now, an estimate which is unbiased and has minirmrm variance

of al-l l-inear unbiased estimates ís referred to as the Best Linear

Unbj-ased Estimator (eLUg¡.178 It must be stressed, however, that while

the OLS estimates are BLIIE, there might be nonlinear or biased estimators

from other econometric methods which have a smal-l-er u^í^"u.139 However,

". . .*." restrict ourselves to l-inear estj-mates because they äre easy to

analyse and rmd.erstand. . . "140

@nued)

n(¡,r.) = O j = 11 ,..1 rL
J

E(u.2)= &< co.'J

n(pr*p.) = O i / j' r_ J'
E(X. þ.) = O. JY' J,

A. Koutsoyia:rnis, Theory of Econometrics (London:
Ltd., 1973), p. 113.

1151n ad.d.ition to the assumptions alread.y stated. about the error
term in not.e 134 the Gauss-Markov theorem requires that all- explanatory
variables be measu.red w-ithout error and that they be truly independent.

136p. Rao and. R. Ivlil-l-er, Appl-ied Econometrics (eelmont, California:
lrloodsworth Publ-ishing Co., i971), p. 28.

4Zn'/rEoutsayiar:nis, @, p. 106.

lJ8Ronutd. J. I¡,Ionnacott and. Thomas H. Llonnacott, EgreÞ4LE (New
York: John lüiley & Sons, Inc., 1970), Þ. 21.

lS9Kolt"uyiarrnis, 
@, p. 106.

(r)

(2)

(t)

(4)

The Macrnillan Press

14o"or-u"ott and I¡lor¡:acott, Econometrics , p. 21,
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lùhil-e the model- which has been put forward may be a reasonable

compromise between reality and necessity, the variables whíeh are

inc]uded in any fornrulation w1ll be depend.ent on the nature of the

commodity to be shipped as well- as on the avail-ability of d.ata. rt is
somewhat d.iscouraging that even employing what may be consid.ered. to be

the simplest form of the model, the information neeessary to test the

model was r:nobtainabl-e. rt is felt, however, that the mod.el will be

operational- in the future as information in the required. form becomes

more readily availabl-e. In the meantime, an attempt f,rill be made in the

nerb ehapter to establish a method for estimating airship cost arrd.

performarrce featr.¡res in anticipation of the day that the abstract mod.e

model can be employed to determine the potential demand for airship

services.



cHAPTm. 5

AIRSHIPS AT I^]TIAT COST

5.1 Cou*ehl-inrs Airship: Design.
Engineering and Cost

Determining the cost of operating a modern-d.ay airship entails

more than simply calcul-ating the direct cost of inflight operation. One

rmrst also take into consideration the initial start up costs as well- as

the costs associated T^rith groirnd support firnctions. 0f equa1, if not

more' i-mportance in any cost modef are the assumptions which are made

regarding airship design and perforrnance requirements. Since the studies

examined in Chapter 2 offered no ready concensus regard.ing airship

performance and technical- relationships, it was decided to make use of

many of the assumptions employed by Coughlin in this regard, to d.etermine

. 141a1rsnr-p costs.

rnhisexaminationofthefeasibi}ityofintroducingairshipsinto

the British freight market, Coughlin emphasized. the importance of integrat- 
,,rj:,.:,ing performarice criteria into any a""igrr.142 He d.eveloped two criteria ,l.tf

for such integration, one based. on maximizing work capacity and the other t,,l,'.

based. on cost effectiveness. After considering maximizing work capacityr 
:

Coughlin concl-uded that his approach gave rise to inefficiency due to the
t )+zairshipts rel-atively poor aerod¡mamic design.''l Thus, Coughlin decid.ed 

,:,. 
-

141colrgrrtin, A'opraisa] , Þ. T1

142-. .Ibl_d. , p.

t4froru. , þ. 9.

6l



that cost effectiveness would be the more appropriate design

criterion.

In assessing airship design in terms of performance, Coughlin

made use of the concept of net present value such that:

68

(r )

where:

Cf = "u..h 
flow/Year

CO = airship initial cost

r = interest payabl-e on capital

n = airship life in years.

Substituting C, = CR - Ca and CO = (n') (f )

where:

CR = "u"h 
revenue/Year

CC = "u"h 
cost/Year

F = break even freight charge/wit

T - number of r:nit s carrieð,/year

i-nto equation ( 1) gives:

NPV = (Pt-c^) ¡1-( t+rl-n 

' 
"'Lvc,r r l-co Q)

't )l-t' ' 'Ibid., p. 10.

NPV = ., JJdf -.0 'uu

::.': :l
i.:: : ::

í hc,' ''rbid. , Þ. 79.
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If the relationship expressed in equati:r (2) is viewed. in cost

terms only, the theoretical optimum coufd be erçressecL as:

NPC=o=(FT-c^¡1-(ttr\-n-,nt'u (3)\-- -C' r -O

Using simple algebraic manipulatíon equation (l) can be transformed. to

yield:

Thus, Coughlin has managed to provide a basis for airship freight charges

in terms of airship inÍtÍa1 cost, operating cost, and. the volume of

freight moved per year.

In pursuing initial cost" Coughlin divides the cost assoeiated

with build.ing an aJ-rship into three parts: shell- cost, gas cost, and.

poI^¡er plant cost. He maintains that these costs may be described as

fol-fows:

shet-l cost = c, = (1,r.) (1%) e24o)

co

F=+rf$.Ë- +cc147

\ = emPty weight - po'hler plant weight in tons

'u. = cruise speed i.n MPH

Gas cost = CG = Vn(Cn)

,46roru.

'47ror-a., n. 11.

(4)

(¡)

(6)

where:
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where:
7V* = Bas volume in ft.-

CH = "o"t of helium

Power plant cost = Cp = P(20) 148

where:

I ,=installed.power

I Breaking the shell- cost dornrn fi;rther, lJ, may be expressed as:

wc = wsr*wPR*wr'#rn*w¡wsH

where:

WST = weight of hu]l structure

WpR = propeÌlor weight

WF = fuef weight

WFT = fuel- tank weight

0)

(B)

trtl¡,lnl = fixed, weight (i."., controls, instruments, cabi-n, etc.)

l,ll, = weight of cargo handling equipment
H

A more detailed examination of the variabl-es contained in

equation (B) eùves rise to the foll-owing:

wsr = s*r(t") (ç) 149

t48roru., n. 80.
1Lo' '/Coughlin neglects to include density of the hul-l material j-n

equation (P).

(g)
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where:

where:

where:

SI,IET = wetted sr'lrface area

t^ = shell- thickness of the airship

[w'ui = density of the hu]l material]

wpR = (.e4)(p)

P = i-nstalIed power

ï,ï _ (P)(n\(src)
"F- u

P = installed power in bhp

R = refuelling rarìge

sfc = specific fuel consumption in l-bs./W/nour

u = flight speed in miles/hr.

Ïip,1, = .0024 i^IF

I,'I¡,lnI = assumed to be 10 tons

(rr)

(tz)

(tÐ i

(r4)wH = .o2ilbrsp

where z

'wbrsp = wt. of payload + weight of fuer- 
i,.,:::, ::.:.

' Substituting back into equation (!) yield.s: f,..i-'

cs = 224 u [(s*n)ft" ç)+(.24p$ü) . ry
(15)

+ .0024 ry + .oz worsp + 10]
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T\rrning now to the cost of gas, Cê =

I'Ivc - .0628

where:

VG CH, V may be expressed as:

+'1o+PSLI.., .CH ?9)

-l
power required will be only

pohrer plant cost, Cp = Px2O

the total- displacement weíght of the airship = wc*wpp (tl)

(r6)

( rB)

(eo)

(zt)

where:

where:

where:

cp- = (D) (u) (eo)

D = drag = 1/2 P u2 S*'*CO

air density

cruise velocity

p-

ff=

Wpp = power plant weight = PxShI

where:

P = installed power

Sl'I = specific r^reight in lbs./hp.

LI^ = defined as in equation (5)
(,

Substituting baek into equation (16) gives:

c^=[
LÎ

Finally, assuming that the install-ed

that necessary to overcome aerodSmamic drag'

can be expressed as:



ry'7t)

a - 'retted surface area"I{ET - *

C- - drag coefficient_D

Now, the wetted surface area, SinIET, is the total erbernal area of

the airship which is exposed to airflow, and may be expressed as:

sI^rET = ll.ll n1/3*.8)y2/l (zz)

where:

R = the length to diameter ratio of the airship

V = hutt- votume = vnlff1
1- 1rc x al-titude

The drag coefficientr CO, was assumed by Coughlin to have a value of .0025

for all R values.

Thus, substitutíng back into equation (/),

cp = 1/2, J ls.Tisl/7*.Blv2/l x .oozJ x 20 (zt)

l,lhile further substitution eould be made into equations (t5) anA

(19), it was d.ecid.ed. that this operation would not be performed. later,

if at al-l-. First, annual operating cost, CR, ï,.ri11 be examin"¿.15o

Cor-Uhlinrs estimation of annual operating costs may be stated as

folfows:

ca = c"+cr+cr+c, 151 (24)

l5ocorgÌrtin, 
4lpraisar, pp. 6o-65:

151r¡ia., p. Bo.
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where:

CC = totul operatíng eost/year

CF = cost of fuel/year

CIn, = """t wages/year

CM = maintenance eosis/year

C, = insurance cost/year

Fuel cost per year may be expressed as:

cF = (P)(src)(on)(r")

i . r''r'-

i: - :.':

(z>)

where:

P = pOwer

sfc = specific fuel consumption

O, = oÞerational- hours ,

n

P- = price of fuel- i¡'

Coughlin arbitrarily states both maintenaJrce and insr:rance costs
|1'.t:1:: i:

as a firnction of the initial cost of constructing arr airship, with the l.:,:',,' i

i' : 
.:-'r.former cost being 4 percent and. the latter 1 percent of the initial- .,,,

airship cost. crew wages are al-so determined in an arbitrary but

unspecified way.

To obtain a value for airship freight charges, all that is i:;.,¡::::,

t''];i:ìt,'
required is to determíne fhe vol-ume of freight which airships could

carry in a year. coughlin states that the payload carried per year, T,

can be ca]culated as follows:



m1=
(prr) ('r) (on) 152

l)

75

(zz)

(zB)

l.
!

a

where:

payload

stage length

5.2 CoWhlinrs Airship Refationships
Modified

A comparison of Coughlinrs cost mod.el w-ith that proposed. by Hill
reveal-s that the former does not consider al-l- the elements contained in

the l-atter. 0f special interest in Hiff ts mod,el is the inclusion of

research and devel-opment costs, as well as greater emphasis on aJ-rship

support systems. Thus, while Coughlints work provides the best proeedure

for esti-mating airship freight charges based primarily on the cost of

constructing an airship, it seems that a more compÌete picture of airship

costs, and hence required. eharges, could be obtained. by extend.ing

coughlints model to include more of the direct and ind.irect costs

associated w-ith airship operation- As sueh, a model- which retains

coughlinrs basic rel-ationships but expands upon them appears below:

' = +l(:

D
I_

ctL=

152rrio., p. 82.
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where:

F - freight charges

T = freight carrieò./year in tons

R- = research and devel-opment costs
o

A = the nurnber of airships in the production nrn

C- = the initial- cost of constrr.rcting an airship as defined. above
o

Co. = the eost of speci-alized equipment such as mooring masts,
ground handling equipment, etc.

CFA = cost of facil-ities

Ca = aÍrnua] airship operating costs

CIß = cost of helium repì-acemerrt/yeat.

In addition, a mmber of changes Ïrere made in cafculating the

costs of constructing and operating an airship. With regard. to the

former, the shel-l- cost, Cr, was cal-cul-ated as:

cs = ws x $t4o,ooo/ton (zg)

The structure cost of $t 4O TOOO/ton r^ras conceived to be a compromise

between the empty weight cost of a corrnercial airplane, $e6O rOOO/ton for
- 4r'7 r,.^ 154the Boeing 727,')) and. the eost of an aluninum glid.er, $4OrOoO/ton.'''

It was fett that, if anybhing, this figr.re used to compute airship

15JP"""orraf communicati-on, Greg Nordal , marketing analysto Boeing
of Ca:rada Ltd.

¡ q.h
'''Personal- communication, Dr. J. Tir:kl-er, Department of Mechanical

Ðrgineering, University of Manitoba.
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structu-re cost is on the high side, since the low velocity airship w1ll

have to endure stresses and loads whieh more cfosely resemble those

encountered by gliders than those faced by high velocity jet aircraft.

As wel-l, the cost of the power plant was determined by fitting a

particular engine to the needs of the airship and obtaining the cost of

this engÍ n".155

With regard to airship operating costs, creur hrages were deterrni-ned

c" = c"a+cordücir Øo¡

where:

C,, = crew wages/yearW-

CFC = annuaf salary of flight crew (pilots and co-pilots)

CGH = average wage rate of ground crew (maintenance and. cargo)

HGH = number of hours ground crew work

Before any calculation of the actual- freight rate is attempted,

the assumptions which have been made regarding airship size, design and

performance featr-rres wil-l- be specified. It shoul-d be noted that many of

the assumitions which appear bel-ow in Table B, especiaÌly those pertaining

to the technical engineering relationships t are drawn mainly from

Cor.rghtin's study directly or represent modifications or updates thereof .

However, in addition to desj-gn and performance assumptions, such things

l; :: .-

Ltd.

,1 EE
'"Personal- commrrnieation, I\4r. Dave Maxfield, Standard Aero
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Airship Design,

Parameter

Table B

Operating and

Research and development cost (Ro)

Cruise speed (u)

Gross l-ift
Normal l-ift
Disposable load

Payload

Load factor
Fuel weight (inelud.es 33 percent reserve)

Range

Altitude
Length

L/D

S . i^I.

Ivlin. t^ (she11 thickness)
e

F (structural- efficiency)
Tr (transmission efficiency)
K (max. speed.r/cruise speed.)

Util-ization
Interest oñ eapital
Vehicl-e life
Structure cost
F'uel cost

Gas volume

Gas cost
Crew wages (7 crews, J man crew)

Maintenance cost
Insurarrce cost

Assumption

various

various
1000 tons

!00 tons

11! tons

various

fJ pereent

various
2000 miles

JOOO feet
126J teet
6

.5o2 Ib./W/novr

.jB ab./w

.06 inches

1.26

.B¡
1.1

5OOO hor.rrs/year

1J percent

10 years

$t40, ooo/ton

$t8olton (6t,TBø/
Imp. gal-. )

31,847,1J4 cubic feet
fþ/cubi.c foot
#497,t11/year
4% of initial- cost

10% of initia1 cost

Cost Assumptions
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as research and development costs as well- as the cost of support and

replacement systems must al-so be taken into accou.nt. Liith regard to the

former, there did not seem to be any clear cut criteria upon which to

base cost estimates, and thus a mxnber of avenues were explored.

The most pronrising attempt to obtain factual- research and

development costs invol-ved contacting Aerospace Development Corporàtion,

a British firm which had contracted to deliver 22 smal] to medium size

airships to Venezuel-a. Unfortunately, repeated promises by a company

representative to send a1l pertinent research and development information

I^Iere never fulfilfed. As a result, the only data avail-abl-e, which appears

in Tabfe ), were gleaned from Jane,s All The l'Iorl-drs Aircraft, 1978-79156 u"

well- as from an ""rr.t" rrr r"r '
availabl-e, it can be readily seen that none of it pertains to research

and devel-opment unl-ess one were to consider the A-D500 as a research

prototype for a J-arger craft, which it is not. T\-irning, then to construc-

tion, any attempt to estimate the cost of an airship i,,rith a disposable l-oad

of over l0O tons based on the cost of the 4D500 would be somewhat questÍon-

able. However, i-t must be noted that the construction cost for the 4D500,

$t6O,OOO/ton, is not too far removed. from the $t4O,OOO/ton used. in this

study.

l':::--ì.i:156.r.t.*, Taylor, ed", , (London:
Jar:ers Yearbooks, 1979), p, 6Ol.

4 Ç.¡7
''rNarrcy Coldham-Gracey, t'Airships--Have I¡Je Seen the Last of

Them?" gg4g!.gg¡¿!Q., Vol. 1, No. 2, Fall 1978, p. 18.

,:i:,;r.l



Design

Length

Maxinnm Diameter

Gross Volume

Maximum design gross weight

Empty weight

Payload capacity + fuel weight

Pçrfqfrnq4q-g. ( estimated at lOOO feet eruising

Maximum l-evef speed

Maxirm-rm cruising speed

NormaÌ cruising speed

Normal rarlge

Costs

Construction Cost

Direct operating cost

Table P

Aerospace Developments AD5O0 Speeifications

Bo

16J feet
45 reet, B t/z inches

IBO,OOO cubic feet
9375 pot:nds

5560 poi.rnds

JB75 pounds

altitude)

71 MPH

64. 5 wH

57.5 wH

145 mj:es

$450, ooo ($160,ooo/ton)

#zo/nour

Source: Jane's All the Worldrs Aircraft, ed. J.I^I.R. Taylor, p.6Ol, md
Nancy Col-dham-Gracey, "Airships--Have lfe Seen the Last of Them?tr
Transport/78, vol. 1, No. 2, Fall 1978, p. 18.

la.:.il
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Attempts to contact other airship companies, including the

Canadj-an Airship Devel-opment Corporation and Goodyear Aerospace, produced

nothing in the way of tangible resul-ts. As such, it was d,ecid.ed to

examine the research and development costs associated with bringing the

Concorde aireraft up to commercial- l-ieensing standards. However, the

$2.4 biuion ( 1975 Ð158 p":-"" tag attributed to its conception and

development was considered to be higher than that arrticipated for the

airship since the level- of technologieal sophistication associated Ïrith

the l-atter is far l-ower than that associated with a cyaft sueh as the

Concorde. For this reason, it seemed that the cost of developing the

Boeing 747 rrrÍgnt be more in l-ine w-ith airship costs, sinee the develop-

ment of the wide-bodied aircraft did not require the quantum leap in

technology required for the Concorde. However, the current value of the

$750 miilion (t 969 Ð Boeing research and devel-opment expenditurerl59

$t.5 ¡iltion, seemed to be on the high side as we1l. As sueh, it was

determined to make use of two arbitrarily chosen estimates of airship

research and development costs, $t ¡ittion and $tOO rnttt1on. As we11,

it was decided to spread these costs over production nrns of two and ten

airships to see what effect this would have on airship freight charge.

Besides research and devel-opment costs, another important factor

to be considered is the cost associated with ground handl-ing artd related

facitities, or the ground support system. The easiest way to deal with

this aspect of the cost equation is to arbitrarily assign it a value

15Beqç!E oa Irl" (New York: Facts on File, Inc., 1975), p. 843.

i-:'ìr.
t1.,i

'. !...,,.i.

i,:i.li:;:159ruia., o. B4l.
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dependent upon the first cost of the airship. Howe foll-ows this route

and ascribes a val-ue of 2 percent of the initial- airship cost to the

gror,rnd operttion.160 The more difficult determination of gror:nd support

costs involves itemizing the structures and equipment which wil] be

required and then estimatíng their costs. l'lhil-e this latter method

shoul-d theoretically provide more accr.¡rate cost figures, the rrncertainty

invol-ved in the cost of specialized equipment, such as mooring masts arrd

loading equipment, tend.s to render any cost estimates obtained. by this

method as imprecise as that obtained by Howe?s method. rn view of the

additional- work invol-ved without any guarantee of increased accuracy, it

was decided that the second method would not be employed. As ouch, Howers

val-ue of 2 percent of the initial cost was adopted for the cost of ground

handling equipment and facilities

5.J Airship Freight Rates Estimated

Having examined some of the more important assumptions which

were made, it seems reasonable at this point to present the estimates of

airship freight rates which were derived. It should. be mentioned that

due to the uncertainty surroi;nding marry of the variables important to

any cost and rate determination, it was decided to employ varying

assumptions regarding some of these variables, speci-fically research and.

development costs and the crui-se speed of the airship. Various values

were attributed to the former because i-t was felt that the least hard.

160"o*", 
&gg¡g¡¡¡gr,, P. 18.

i't911:¡;1.:
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information I¡ias avail-abl-e regarding it, and also because Ít had no direct

or indirect impact on a]most al-l- the other variables in the freight

charge equation, and this impact Ïras measu-rable without too much

difficulty. ft is for this reason that various speeds i^rere used. to

calculate the rate to be charges for airship services.

Now, it can be seen that Table 10, which contains the estimates

of airship freight rates, is divided into four sections. In each of the

sectionsr the research and devel-opment costs have been held constarrt,

while the cruise speed of the airship has been varied. Thus, at a cruise
I

speed or 116 MPH and an Ro val-ue of $5oo x 1oo/airship, the value of F ie

75.O9Ø/ton mil-e, while a cruise speed. of 6O IvFH coupled with the same Ro

value yields a value of ToJ.29p/ton mil-ê for F. Moving d.oi,rn the table,

the val-ue assumed for Ro d.ecreases, such that a cruise speed. of 116 MPH

in the fourth group, where Ro is assumed to be $tO x lO6/airsnrp, gives

rise to an F value of 14.92ç/ton mile eompared w'ith i-he 75.O9Ø/ton rrll-Le

indicated earlier for the same speed in the first group. Thus, it is

evid.ent that the actual research and. d.evelopment costs will greatly

affect the rate which airships will charge for freight movement, as w-i11

the productj-on run over w'hich these costs are spread.

In addition, as l^r¿rs mentioned earlier, the F value w-ithin a

group is quite dependent upon the cruise speed envisaged for the airship.

It shoul-d be noted, however, that f,or aì-l.groups but the first, the

mininn-m freight charge is achieved at a cruise velocity of 100 MpH,

indicating that there is indeed a trade-off between the extra ton mil-es



Cruise
Speed
(¡tfPfl) åï,::" tiffir ,H::, iiål:î' Jr;,îi" coffi"r.p

116 6

100 4

752
6,c.1

116 6

'roo 4

752
601

2,0o0

2,000

2,0o0

2,00o

2,0oo

2,000

2 ,00o

'2,OOO

2,00o

2,0o0

2,0o0

2,000

2,OO0

2,0o0

2,0o0

2,OOO

170 t45

1tz JB1

BB 427

ú 459

17o l'45

1)z tB3

88 427

56 459

116 6

1oo 4

752
6c.1

tt6 6

100 4

lqt

61

lable 10

Estlmates of Airship F"reight Rates

2

2

2

2

$5oo x to6

$5oo x to6

$5oo x 106

$5oo x 106

$too x ro6

$lOO x lO6

$too * ro6

$1O0 x 1o6

g5o x lo6

g5o x 106

g5o x 106

g5o x 106

$to x ro6

gtO x tO6

$ro * ro6

$to x to6

170 145

1t2 783

BB 4zT

56 459

170 145

1J2 Jgt

8B ,+z?

56 459

Initial
Cost
co

10

10

10

IU

$54,051,681

$51,2o4,221

852,15ß,760

8i1 ,g)t,oto

654,o.)i,æJ

$53,2O4,221

&52,356,760

$51 ,931,O10

&54,O51,æ1

$53,?O4,221

852,J56,760

&51 ,9t),o30

i54,O51 ,æt

û5t,2O4,22'l

852,J56,760

851 ,913,030

Cost of
Groud

Support
cE * cFe

2

2

2

10

10

10

10

$1,o7j,406

$1,o59,ooo

$1 ,044 ,59f

6't,o17 Jgo

û1,oT3,406

$1,059,000

þ1,o44,59)

*'t,o37,J9o

*'t,oT3,406

$1,059,O00

&1 ,o44,591

61,O37,390

&1,O73,406

$1,059,0OO

û't,o44,j9J

&1 )O37 t39O

Aro¡uaÌ
Operattu€
Costs

cc

89,815,[ßg

&7,*1 ,51t

ô5,127,159

$4, t99,99¡

*9,81j,869

$7,ß1 ,51J

$5,127,159

û4,t99,*3

&9,815,tú9

+7,581,i1j

*>,zzz;'t>g

$4, t99,9,9¡

89,815,69

87,581,513

$5,127,159

8\,'tgg,gg3

Hetim Frei8ht
. volweKeÞlêcemeñ (tonniles,/yr)-mî

$557,725

&557,325

$557,)25

$557,325

*i57,125

$557,)25

$557,325

$5i7,J25

$557,Jz5

8557,325

fi557,325

$557,325

$557,t25

8557,125

8557,125

$557,325

1.þo/! x lo8

't.47625 x 'to9

1.20094 x IOB

1.oJllJ x lo9

1.!oOf! x 1oB

t.4fi25 * tog

1.2OOP4 x 108

1.r.3275 x 1oB

1.500?5 x 1OB

't.41625 * 'to9

1.20094 x 1oB

1.oJ275 x 1o8

1.!oO/! x 108

t.43625 x 'to9

1.20o94 x 1OB

1.03275 x 1oB

Freight
Cbarge

(É,/ton mile)
F

75.09

76.79

89. 82

101.28

25.97

25.\6

e8.44

J1.90

19.8)

19.05

20.?6

22.98

14.92

1J.91

14.67

15.84

ooÈ
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generated due to higher speed, and the extra costs incurred due to the

higher speed. From the tab1e, it can be seen that the absol-ute minirm-im

freight charge, 13.91ø,/ton mile, occurs when research and development

costs of $1OO x 1 06 u". distributed over 10 airships which cruise at 1OO

MPH. I¡trhi1e I'fine tlming't the cruise speed woufd most tikely lead to a

slight reduction in the mininmm freight charge, it was fel_t that the

resurts obtained were sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this
study.
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CONCLUSION

6.1 Summarl¡

In the previous chapters an attempt was made to formulate a

methodology for evaluating the airship's potential in the commercial

freight market. Two separate and distinct parts were j-nvolved. First,

after briefly reviewing the l-iterature pertinent to estimating the demand

for transportation as wel-l as the determinants of modal split in Chapter J,

an abstract mode model- was presented in Chapter 4 which coul-d. be used to

estimate the demand for airship services in a particul-ar market. In

addition, Chapter J contained an extensive discussion of the theory upon

which the abstract mode model is based. The second part of formulating

the methodology was initiated in Chapter 2 with an examination of some of

the more substantial studies which have recently been carried out to

ascertaj-n plausible airship cost and serviee characteristics. Following

this, a model for determining airship cost structure, r^ras presented.

Finally, various estimates of airship rates were calculated employing

differing assumptions regarding initial airship cost and performance

characteristics. These were presented in Chapter 5.

6.2 The Airship in the Present Freight
Market

Having estimated a range of airship freight rates in Chapter I,

logicaIly the nexb step shoufd have ¡een to make use of the abstract mode

86

:::',':a: :.:

l:'::.i;::::ii::
:,^..,:..,^
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model- which was presented in Chapter 4 to pred.ict the amount of freight

traffic' both ol-d and new, whi-ch the airship might be e>çected. to han¿1e

when it came j-nto being. unfortrrnately, a necessary requisite of the

prediction process, the estimation of the parameters of the abstract mode

model-, has not been fulfiIled due to the fact that the data necessary for
such a determj-nation were unobtainable. As such, no attempt coùld be mad.e

at this time to eval-uate the potential- market for airship services.

lilhile no formal estimation of the demand for airship services was

undertaken, a brief appraisal of airship costs and, eapabilities compared

with rail, truck and. airptane.revealed. that even at the lowest estimated

rate, airships were still more expensive on a ton-mile basis than either

raj-f or truck, but were l-ess expensive than airplane. However, Table 11

indicates that r^rhil-e airships are somewhat slower than airpl-anes, they

offer a faster delivery time than either road or rail freight movement by

a fairly significant margin. Thus, while it is impossible to draw arry

definite conclusions regarding the rrcost versus tj-merr d.ecisions r¡hich

shippers will make, i-t does not seem unreasonable to say that the airship

seems to offer a reasonabl-e alternative to existing modes, especially in

the movement of commodities where speed is an important factor.

l'lhile nothing concnete can be said about the commercial viability

of the freight airship, the model which was employed to calculate airship

freight rates, although somewhat incomplete, seems to offer a reasonabl-e

method for any fi.rther determination of airship charges. It must be kept

in mind that the results which are obtained are highly sensitj-ve to the

quality of the d.ata which are used., and, as such, the accuracy and

1'., .r-..,. : :- :
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Tabl-e 11

Comparative Rates and Delivery Times: Airships,
Trains, Trucks and Airplanes

^1n23rÃcc c; cí có r)

Airship )1'.rrl, )1'.tL¿ )1'.rrla )t'.3[¿ i:l;?;å ,, ,,, ,,,1 ,.,

Rair_ i.ii7 .:,tn-ßþn ': 
' : : :

morning6 
|.,4;,....,ì¡, ¡,,

' 
z6; 4-76; 5.736 4.76; 4th morning'/rruck d:ó;B d:ó;B s.Toó s:ó;B 

",," u"" .,
oAirplane tt.5O'

O
13.50' 33.509 jt.5o9 2nd morning

lCost of transporting grapes , ø/ton mil-e.

2Co"t of transporting strawberries, ø/ton mile.

S}ott of transporting lettuce , ø/ton mil-e.

4Co"t of transporting oranges , ç/ton mil-e.

5D"l.i'rr""y time.
Êì"The rarrge of airship freight charges given here does not include :.., .: . ,

those estimated assuming a research and development cost of $1 billion ìì.r.'r:::::,:,:::::

spread over two airships ..,, . ,-,.,
7 ...', '.'. rl:'
'Rate and time on movement of the commodity from California to :' : : :.:

l,rlinnipeg cor-rrtesy Burlington Northern Railway.
Q ":'
"Rates and time on movement of the commod.ity from California,

F]orida and Texas to Inlinnipeg furnished by Pacific Midwestern Express Lines
O ,,. r,...TRates and time on movement from Cal-ifornia to 1¡Iimipeg courtesy i:;;,: ,r,rt',,iAir Canada.
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rel-iabil-ity of the estimates which are made will inprove as more accurate

information becomes available regarding airship structures. For the

present, however, the costing model has served to ill-ustrate that airships

appear to have the potential to become a competitive transport mode.

6.1 Futr.¡re Reseerqb Possibilities

Unfortunately, l-ittl_e can be said about the viability of the

abstract mode model- in the d.emand. model- market. fhe fact that the data

required to test the model- were not availabl-e may indicat-e a poor choice

of commodities to be tested as much as it may underline the diffieulties

involved in using this t¡rpe of model-. In any case, while the theory aJld

methodology involved in formulating the model seem feasible, its applica-

tion to the freight market may be an idea whose time has not yet arrived.

In order to ascertain whether or not the abstract mode model has practical

application, it is recommended that future research be directed toward

estimating the parameters of a model of this type using different commodity

movements and possibly different existing modes, such as ship or airplane.

However, it should first be determined beforehand that data in a form

suitabl-e for use rrith the abstract mode approach is available in sufficient

quantity to complete any study which is undertaken.

I¡'lhile very little of a concl-usive nati;re has emerged from this

study concerning the airship's abil-ity to compete in the transport market,

the worsening energy crisis shoufd enhance.the airshipts potential for

successful penetration of the freight market. As such, it would seem to

be worthwhil-e to determine the oil price at which the airship could eompete

against trucking strictly on a cost per ton mile basis.

r:-:
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In addition, while the present study may have provided airship

freight charges of the correct order of magnitude, the most urgent require-

ment at this time is a more precise determination of the costs of building

and operating a large airship. Ialith regard. to the former, the results

which were obtained in Chapter 5 cl-early demonstrate the need for a more

accurate assessnent of the cost associated vrith the development of a

lighter than air craff, to the point where it obtained certification for

commercial use. I^Iith regard to operating an airship, arL area which has

received l-ittl-e attention is loading and unloading. fn addÍtion to the

technical- difficulties involved in maintaining the position of a large

craft, future research shoul-d be directed. toward the costs associated. w-ith

both the facilities and the time required for what woufd appear to be the

most delicate and demanding phase of airship operation.

Finally, it might be extremely productive to erçlore the feasibility

of employing smali-er airships r,,rith a cargo capacity of 10-20 tons for

delivering food suppÌies in devel-oping eountries. The use of these smaller

airships may aid greatly in affeviating bottlenecks associated i.rith antiqua-

ted or rudi-mentary transport infrastructure without incurring the rel-atively

hígh initial investment costs associated hr1th the large airship described

fn tnl-s tnesrs.

l,:
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